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??#!<#$ # 9 %?%9!B <<#$ DF< #1:
< +-?$$1# ! $-#!!- ?# !J# #?+!!J# ;%!?!J# 
%!1# +%#! !J#  ? %1%?%#! # , % #  %;! ,-  #?$  #  $  +)
&=+,# D%F#<!#+%!$+#!#1# 9 !,-"$#,$#!%!
#<??#!#1!-9 #!!J# D%%F%! $%#!#!- +%!%#!#1<!#+%!$+#!
#1# 9 !,-":!-?<? %1%?# #< #?+!<$$)%!<,!?
#1+!%1 # ),?#!?$%;!,%!%!1# $$9 9#:!-?<? %1%?# #< 
#?+!+-?#+9 %!-1# +#1+!# 9 %!##1$? #!%? ?# 9 #;%,-
< $;!?$ %!-+D%!?$%! #?$ P-3B-#  $  +)&=+,# P
!$%!-+F%!??# !?B%<%$9 #? : < <$$!#,$%,$#
!-9 #!,- #!#1<;%! ??9;$%# !#<;%! K?!- ?# !J# 
#?+!!J# ;%!?!J# %!1# +%#!!J# ? %1%?%#!#?<11?9 9# %!
#,%# %;!,- #?$ #  $  +)&=+,# !,L!$-1#!#
,1# # !#<!%?:
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0?2

#,#%)#-"+'4 # !#%? ! , %;! # #9#!<#$ : <- <$$ , + #
<;!#%?#1<?#!!#1!-!#%?%;!##<#$ :;!%1%<=9 !#%?
# < ?#!  -) %! = ?%%! !- #1 % 1!?%#! ,- 1 !? # < %!  #1 <
#<#$ ) <  <$$ + < < <#$  #1 ?< # % < <#$  #1 $$
#9#!! $#! $%!#%:

0C

,++"%6%-"5%*&6

0C0

,++"%6 #$ #,%& %-  65"%&4 < #! ?$  !?- % < #$ ? !?- #1
??#! ! 9-+! 1#  $$ + 9-,$ ,- <  #  < " !#  !  #  %!
?#!!?%#!B%<<% )<#!< #9#!)%!?$%!+:

0C2

8&"%& #$ *') +("4 ! +#! ?%; #  ?#;  %!  ? !?- #<  <! <
#! ?$  !?-DB<<  $#1)# #1<!1# ?+!#1)K+!# #  
#1?# #1!-K %%?%#!)%!<%!#$;!?-)B%!%!39# %#$%#!#1<  # <
" !#  # #< B%F),-< # !-#<#$ #  #9#!<#$ %! 9?#1
!-+=9 #,#%1 #+<  # <" !#  <$$#!$-%?< <
 !<" !#  #<=!#1< #! ?$  !?-+#!<< ?%9%!
%,$#9 ?<B%<<+#!# ?%;#  ?#; %!< #< ? !?-#!<
#1< ?%9#  ?#; -D# )%1%%!#9 ?%?,$#+6<9 ?<#!<)
#!<1% #!B<%?<%%9 ?%?,$###F:

0C3

%-"5%*&64 1 < #! ?$  !?- +#! % $ <! < #! ?$  !?-
+#! =9  # ,  # < ?%9%! !  <%  ) < # #  <
#9#!)<  <$$%!+!%1-%)#!!1 3=,%) %!!-$#%!,-
%   $: ! !- ;!) <   <$$%!+!%1-< ?%9%!) #! ! 1 3=,%)
%!<?##1+6%!!-?<9 ?<:

0C<

%-"5%*&6" + &"4 <%!+!%%%!<% $8 !%!,3 $:7 ?#!%
9  ! %!9!! #,$%%#! 1 #+ < #<  #,$%%#! %! <%  ) <$$
%; % #  9  ! %!9!! ? #1 ?%#!) <$$ 99$- % 9?%; #1 !-
%!$!?  ! ,- <  !J#  !- #<#$  #  #9#!<#$  ! <$$
?#!%!%!1$$1# ?!11?9%!-K+!)#  )?$%+# 9 ##11# $%L%
+#!%! 9?#1!-+! <% )<#!J# < #9#!# 
!-#< K+!# #  :

0@

#55,%* &*#%'

0@0

"&)#-4 ?< ?#++!%?%#! !  <%   <$$ , + ,-1=) ,- $? #!%?
?#++!%?%#! # #< B%%!B %%!: ?<?#++!%?%#!# #?+!#,$%; #
!- 9 - !  <%   <$$ , ! # < 9 -  < 1= !+, ) $? #!%?
  # 9#$ )!+ 61# <!%#!#1<9 #!D%1!-F)1 #+%+#
%+ %! ,- < 9 - # ?< #<  9 -1# < 9 9# #1<%  : <
%!%%$$9<#!!+, )1=!+, )$? #!%?  !9#$ !9 #!#
%!,-<9 %! <%  #%!<' #? *+# !+:
""5"- ""*&4 !- ?#++!%?%#!1 #+ !- 9 - # !- #<  ! <% 
<$$,11?%;2
0@00

D%1$%; 9 #!$$-# ,-9#F)<%+#1$%; -#<9 +!# 9 #!
9?%1%%!<' #? *+# !+I

0@02

D%1,-1= # $? #!%??#++!%?%#! D#< <!+%$FFB<!< $;!$%; -
?%9% ?%; ,-<! !D%1%!B %%!FB<!$%; I!
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D%1!,-+%$F9#!$%; -%!$%,$1# +DB<%?<+-,;%!?,-B %!
?#!1% +%#! D%!?$%! ,- B- #1 +%$F #1 ?%9 1 #+ ?< 9 #! D1#  <
;#%!?#1#, !#+%?$$-! G ?%;H# G H ?%9B%$$ !#
?#!%?<B %!?#!1% +%#!FF:

!- ?#++!%?%#! B<%?< % ?%; D#  + # 6 11? %! ??# !? B%< <
1# #%!F1 >29+#! ,%!- # #!!#!3,%!-%!<9$?#1 ?%9
<$$,+#611?<#9!%!#1,%!#!<!=1#$$#B%!,%!-
%!?<9$?: !-?#++!%?%#!$%; #!-9 -! <% B<%?<%#
,!,-1=B%$$,B %!$$;%!?:

2E

#:"+%*%( . %-A,+*'-*&*#%

2E0

#:"+%*%(  .4 <%   ! !- !#!3?#! ?$ #,$%%#!  %%! # #1# %!
?#!!?%#!B%<% <$$,#; !,-!?#!  %!??# !?B%<!$%<$B:

2E2

A,+*'-*&*#%4 <?# #1!$! #<;K %%?%#!#$!-%9<+-
 %##1# %!?#!!?%#!B%<<% )<#)< #9#!# < $#!!
??# %!$- !-$$ ?%#! #  9 #?%!  %%! # #1 # %! ?#!!?%#! B%< <% 
)<#)< #9#!# < $#!DG+#""-*%('HF+-,, #<%!?<?# :
<  !<" !# ?< % ;#?,$-,+%#<K %%?%#!#1?<?# !
B%;!-#,K?%#!#' #?%!%!?<?# #!< #!#1;!# #!< #!
< <' #?%! <; ,! , #<%! !%!?#!;!%!1# +: <% $ % 1#  <
,!1%#1?<#1< )<#<#$ !< #9#!<#$ ! <$$!#$%+%
< %<#1!-#1<+#6' #?%!%!!-#< ?# #1?#+9!K %%?%#!!# 
<$$ < 6%! #1 ' #?%! %! !- #! #  +#  K %%?%#! 9 ?$ < 6%! #1
' #?%!%!!-#< K %%?%#!DB<< ?#!? !$-# !#F:
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)"-,"0
 +&
#+5#$  "5#+ +6#!  #&"

   
 
/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+E>E0C@?31



  
    
(, + %&""-!6
   
    

/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+EE@>0ECC1
%   
/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+E>E320C<1
%  
/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+E0=2=2<21
%
   
/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+EE?=3=0C1




I  

"5#+ +6#!  #&" #JKL
<%+9#  -"$#,$#%%%! 9?#1<#D<G #&"'HF#1< !?<! %
9?%1% %! '   #1 < ?#! ?<$ < # #1 ! !%#!$ ' #!$ (%!!? 9$? D<
G'',"+HF ! !,- ! !%#!$' #!$(%!!? !;+!&%+%) '(%%$" #9
&%+%) '(.#$%!&%+%! '( ! !%#!$&%+%D<G, + %&#+'HF:

%&"++"& &*#% %-"$*%*&*#%'
1 !? %! <% +9#  - "$#,$ # # < G #!%%#!H   # <  + ! #!%%#!
99$%?,$#<#DB<%?< %!<1# +#%!?<$'  #< D?<
+!)+#%1%!J# 99$+!!J#  9$? < )<
G +,'&""-HF  ,B!<  )<" !#  ! <&B,! 
 # 9# %#!9:$:?: )?<1# +%99$+!!J# +#%1%!J# 9 
,- < 9 #;%%#! #1 <% +9#  - "$#,$ # D%!?$%! < 99$+!$ 1%!%%#! ! !-
+#%1%?%#!# %%#!#%!' #1<?#!?<$< #F)B<%?<%!<;!#1
!-?#!1$%?<$$9 ;%$F:< ?9%$% +%!<%+9#  -"$#,$#<$$<;<
+!%!%;!#<+%!< #!%%#!# < : 1<?#!?<$< #9?%1%
<<99$%?,$ (=+9%#!%%< G $H# G!#99$%?,$H)<%+9#  -"$#,$
#%G $#H)#< B%<%+9#  -"$#,$#%G$#H:

((+"( &" #5*%  5#,%&
< !#+%!$+#!1 #+%+#%+#1<%+9#  -"$#,$#<$$,!+#!
L$#< !#+%!$+#!#1<# <$$,<#B!,-<$! -%!<
1# <?#$+!#1<(% ?<$< #)B<%?<<$$,?#+9$,-# #!,<$1#1< %!
!'-%!!9#!D%F<%#1# 9 !< ,-)D%%F<=?<!#1<B<#$# 
9 #1<%+9#  -"$#,$#1# ?# 9#!%!%! %!9 +!!"$#,$## 1# 
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1%!%%; # !J# D%%%F < +9%#! #  9 ?< ! ?!?$$%#! #1 # 9 !
< ,-:

+#5*'"&# 6
,K?  9 #;% < %!) <  ) 1#  ;$ ?%;) 9 #+% # 9- # < ,   #1 <%
+9#  -"$#,$#)9#!9 !%#!!DB<!!#1 < 9-+!%%! 9?#1<%
+9#  -"$#,$#F ! #1<%+9#  -"$#,$#)#!<* %-D# #!?<
 $% <+#!9-,$9#! +9%#!! < #!%%#!+-,?#+ 9-,$
%!??# !?B%<< #!%%#!F<+#!9-,$9#! +9%#!! < #!%%#!%!
9?#1< !#+%!$+#!#1# 9 !,-<%+9#  -"$#,$#!
D!$<%+9#  -"$#,$##!#, %! F#9-%! %! 9?#1< #
1 #+ < !  #++!?+!  %!     < ) #! <  1#  9-+!) ! %!
??# !?B%<<+<##1?$?$%#! 9 #;%1# %!< #!%%#!);<<?$?$%#!
%+%! 9?#1<#$ +#!#1<#) #< B%<?<#< +!
%%#!$ +#! D%1 !-F  +- , 9-,$ !  < #!%%#!) %! ??# !? B%< <
#!%%#!:

8) %("
!# 1 <1% -1#$$#B%!<=9% -#17-1 < D<G 8) %(" &"HF)
<%+9#  -"$#,$#+-,=?<!D1 #1?< #<<#$ F%!B<#$# D%!<?
#1   $ # #!$-F 1 #+ %+ # %+ %! 9  ,- % 9 !%#! !) #! =?<! %! 1$$)
 ! ## #<#  #1< %!!'-%!!1# %! %!9 +!!"$#,$#
# ) %1 # 9?%1% %! < ?#! ?<$ < #) 1#  1%!%%; # %! !   !#+%!$
+#!L$#<!#+%!$+#!#1<%+9#  -"$#,$#,+%1# =?<!9 #;%
<)%!<?#1!-9 #1$#,+%1# =?<!1#  9 +!!"$#,$#
#  1%!%%; #) <  <$$ <; ,!  %1%?%#! B%< 9? # ?< !#+%!$ +#!
,+%1# ?<=?<!!# $% <!<=?<!:
G"+&*$* &*#%H+!<9 !%#!#< %!!'-%!!#1? %1%?# ? %1%?
B%< 9? # #! #  +#  %!  %! <% +9#  - "$#,$ #) %! ,-  #?$  # 
$  +)&=+,# ),!%$$-#<11?#%!?<$7#<!?- +!
# < 11? < % < ?%;  ? %1%? #  ? %1%? ,!%$$- # < 11?  # %!
?<$ 4 # <!?- +! B%< 9? < # ! < !# ?#!  - ;%?  # <
?#!!< #1<,! ?%;,- #?$ #  $  +)&=+,# )<?+-,:
9#!<B<#$# 9 #1<%+9#  -"$#,$#,%!=?<!1# 9 +!!"$#,$
#)?<9 +!!"$#,$#<$$,=?<!,$%!??# !?B%<% +1# 1%!%%;
#:
< 1%!%%; # 1#  B<%?< <% +9#  - "$#,$ # #   9 +!! "$#,$ # +- ,
=?<!,$<$$,$-=?!<!%?)<$$)%!<?#11%!%%;#)<;
?<#<+$$ #9#!D!)B< 99 #9 %) $#!F%! 9?#1%! <<!#
$ -,!9%#!<%+9#  -"$#,$## <9 +!!"$#,$#)<?+-
,)<$$,? %-9 %!!<$$,,!%$$-%!<1# +#%!<?<$#<
   99$+! !J#  +#%1% !J#  9  ,- <  + #1 < ?#!
?<$< #:
!!-=?<!#19 #1<%+9#  -"$#,$#1# !L%;$!%! %!9 +!!
"$#,$## 1# 1%!%%;#)<?+-,)<9# %#!#1<!#+%!$+#!< #1
#=?<!<$$,!# ,-# #!,<$1#1< %!!'-%!!%!'  #1<(% 
?<$< #)B< 9#!<!#+%!$+#!< #1<$$, ?1# $$9 9#,-<
+#!#=?<!!!# :
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"%"$*&#$#%-*&*#%'
=?9#< B%9?%1%< %!)<%+9#  -"$#,$#%,K?#< #!%%#!!
<   !) !%$ < B<#$ #1 <% +9#  - "$#,$ # % =?<! 1#  L%;$!
%! %!9 +!!"$#,$## 1# 1%!%%;#)<<#$ #1<%+9#  -"$#,$#
<$$%!$$ 9?,!%$#<+,!1%%1%B <<#$ #1<9 +!!"$#,$
# D#  < $;! 9  #1%F # < 1%!%%; #)  < ? +- ,)1#  B<%?< %+- ,
=?<!%1?<9 +!!"$#,$## 1%!%%;#<,!%#!< :

 65"%&'
# 9 #! <$$ , !%$ # ?%; !- 9-+! %! 9? #1 < # 9 ! ,- <%
+9#  -"$#,$#<1$$#!# 1 <=?<!!$)9#! 9 !%#!
#1<%+9#  -"$#,$#1# =?<!)$%; -#1D# )%!<?#1,L!=?<!)
!# +!#1F9 +!!"$#,$## $%; -#11%!%%;#)<?+-,)
%%+9 #9 $-B%<<$#  1,-# #!,<$1#1<  :
'-+!%! 9?#1$#,1# <=?<!<$$#!$-,+%! $%#!
#?<!#+%!$+#!#1<%+9#  -"$#,$#B%< 9?#B<%?<< <$$<;,!
 %1%?%#!!# $% <!?<1# 9-+!:
!-9-+!< +%! 9?#1<%+9#  -"$#,$#<$$,+#%<#$ 
%!9 !%#!!D%1!#1 < 9-+!1$$#,+#!%F ! #1%<9?%1%
#11%?#1< %!!'-%!!# #1!-#< '-%!!9 #;%1# %!< #!%%#!:
1 !- 9-+! %! 1$$ #1 9 %!?%9$ % + %! 9? #1 !- # 9 ! ,- <% +9#  -
"$#,$#)<9# %#!#1<%+9#  -"$#,$# 9 !%!?<#<$$,?!?$$
!<+#!#?!?$$<$$,!# ,-# #!,<$1#1< %!!'-%!!%!
< (%  ?<$ < # D?< !# +! ,%! 9 %+ 1?% ;%!? < < 9-+! %!
L%#!<,!+FB< 9#!<!#+%!$+#!< #1<$$, ?1# $$9 9#
,-<+#!#?!?$$!!# : 1!-#< 9-+! +%! 9?#1<#
9 !,-<%+9#  -"$#,$#) ?# #1?<?<9-+!<$$,!# ,-# 
#! ,<$1 #1 < %! ! '-%!! #! ! %%#!$ ?<$ < # D?< !# +!
,%!     ;%!?<<9-+!%!L%#!<,!+F:
(# <9 9##1!-9-+!+%! 9?#1<%+9#  -"$#,$#)<B# G%!<
$;!9$?#19 !%#!H<$$!#99$-%!<1%!%%#!#1G!,'*%"''- 6H%! #!%%#!5D<F
D    F:

 %" &*#%
!?$$%#! #1 !- # 9 ! ,- <% +9#  - "$#,$ # < % L%  ,- <
#!%%#! # ,?!?$$ D#<  <! 9#! % +9%#!F <$$ , 11? ,- ?%#! %! <
!#+%!$+#!#1<%+9#  -"$#,$# 9 !%!?<##!%9 !%#!## #
<#  #1< %!!'-%!!1# !# +!%!<(% ?<$< #)B< 9#!
< !#+%!$ +#! < #1 <$$ , ? 1#  $$ 9 9# ,- < +#! # ?!?$$ !
!# :

#&*"'
#%? L% #,%;!%! 9?#1<# 9 !,-<%+9#  -"$#,$#+-
, %;! ,- <%  ,%! $%;  D# $#!  <% +9#  - "$#,$ # % <$ #! ,<$1 #1
 #?$ ! $  +)&=+,# # !-#< ?$ %!-+F# #?$ ) $  +)
&=+,# # ?<#< ?$ %!-+)<?+-,)# #< B%#<<#$ #1<%
+9#  -"$#,$#) < <!,-9,$%?%#! L% ,-< #!%%#!)=?9<)#$#!
<# $%!J# +%# %!)!#%? L% #,%;!#<<#$ #1<
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#9 !#< #!%%#!<$$$#,9,$%<D%1?<9,$%?%#!% L% F%!+!! 
B<%?<?#+9$%B%<< $! $%#!#1!-#?6=?<!# #<  $;!<# %-#!
B<%?<<# $%J!# +%# %!:
#9 #;%%#!#1<%+9#  -"$#,$#<$$$ # %+9% <#,$%%#!#1<  !<
" !#  #9-<9 %!?%9$!9 +%+#1!%! #!<#B<!%!??# !?
B%<< #!%%#!:
<% +9#  - "$#,$ # <$$ !# , ;$% #  ,?#+ #,$%# - 1#  !- 9 9# !%$
<!%?,-# #!,<$1#1< %!!'-%!!:
<%+9#  -"$#,$#!!-!#!3?#! ?$#,$%%#! %%!##1# %!?#!!?%#!B%<
% <$$,#; !,-!?#! %!??# !?B%<!$%<$B:
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%.*&%"'' B< #1<  <?<%+9#  -"$#,$##,$-%!#!%,<$1:
#1< :










 

/-2





  





<%+9#  -"$#,$#%<!%?
,-# #!,<$1#1< %!!'-%!!:

 ;
 %!!'-%!!
/-2

<# %%!# (# <9 9##1<!%?%#!#!$-:
E      ' A. .& .  /& "  A && /  /C  
& *    .       *   &A)  &  " .
& *   '   
 >DKF  85DF ( .  &  
:
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)"*+'&)"-,"
#5*%  5#,%&#$ #&"'+"+"'"%&"-!6&)*'&"5#+ +6#!  #&"
<1#$$#B%!D%F%#1#%!%%$$- 9 !,-<%+9#  -"$#,$#)D%%F=?<!#1
<B<#$# 9 #1<%+9#  -"$#,$#1# %! %!9 +!!"$#,$## 1# 
1%!%%; # !J#  D%%%F ?!?$$%#! #  1# 1%  #1 %!  %! <% +9#  - "$#,$ #
<; ,!+) $%! %!< !#+%!$ +#! #1 <% +9#  - "$#,$ # 9?%1% %!<
$! -%!<1# <?#$+!,$#B2

 &"

5#,%&#$
-"+" '"*%
%#5*%  5#,%&
#$&)*'&"5#+ +6
#!  #&"

" '#%$#+-"+" '"
*%%#5*%  5#,%&#$
&)*'&"5#+ +6
#!  #&"
/"8) %("7
 %" &*#%#+
$#+$"*&,+"1




!#99$%?,$

!#99$%?,$
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#5*%  5#,%&
#& &*#%5 -"
#$&)*'&"5#+ +6 !6#+#%!") $
#!  #&"#%
#$&)"'',*%(
*'',"#+
%- 6*%(
("%&
$##.*%(',)
-"+" '"

)""#%-)"-,"
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#+5#$ "+5 %"%&#!  #&"

   
 
/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+E>E0C@?31



  
    
(, + %&""-!6
   
    

/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+EE@>0ECC1
%   
/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+E>E320C<1
%  
/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+E0=2=2<21
%
   
/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+EE?=3=0C1






  

"+5 %"%&#!  #&" #JKL
<%9 +!!"$#,$#%%%! 9?#1<#D<G #&"'HF#1< !?<DF!
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# < 11? < % < ?%;  ? %1%? #  ? %1%? ,!%$$- # < 11?  # %!
?<$ 4 # <!?- +! B%< 9? < # ! < !# ?#!  - ;%?  # <
?#!!< #1<,! ?%;,- #?$ #  $  +)&=+,# )<?+-,:
9#!<B<#$# 9 #1<%+9#  -"$#,$#,%!=?<!1# 9 +!!"$#,$
#)?<9 +!!"$#,$#<$$,=?<!,$%!??# !?B%<% +1# 1%!%%;
#:
< 1%!%%; # 1#  B<%?< <% +9#  - "$#,$ # #   9 +!! "$#,$ # +- ,
=?<!,$<$$,$-=?!<!%?)<$$)%!<?#11%!%%;#)<;
?<#<+$$ #9#!D!)B< 99 #9 %) $#!F%! 9?#1%! <<!#
$ -,!9%#!<%+9#  -"$#,$## <9 +!!"$#,$#)<?+-
,)<$$,? %-9 %!!<$$,,!%$$-%!<1# +#%!<?<$#<
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   99$+! !J#  +#%1% !J#  9  ,- <  + #1 '   #1 <
?<$< #:
!!-=?<!#19 #1<%+9#  -"$#,$#1# !L%;$!%!  ?# %!<
?# #1< $;! $ %!-+%!9 +!!"$#,$## 1# 1%!%%;#)<
?+-,)<  <$$9 #? <%$#1<9# %#!#1<!#+%!$+#!< #1#
=?<!<$$,! 
%!< ?# #1< $;! $ %!-+!9#!!-
?< ! - ,%!+)< !#+%!$ +#! #1< # ?# %!< ?#  #1< $;!
$ %!-+! 9 !,-<%+9#  -"$#,$#<$$, ?,-!+#!
L$#?<9# %#!#=?<!:

"%"$*&#$#%-*&*#%'
=?9#< B%9?%1%< %!)<%+9#  -"$#,$#%,K?#< #!%%#!!
<   !) !%$ < B<#$ #1 <% +9#  - "$#,$ # % =?<! 1#  L%;$!
%! %!9 +!!"$#,$# # 1# 1%!%%;#)<<#$ #1<%+9#  -"$#,$#
<$$%!$$ 9?,!%$#<+,!1%%1%B <<#$ #1<9 +!!"$#,$
# D#  < $;! 9  #1%F # < 1%!%%; #)  < ? +- ,)1#  B<%?< %+- ,
=?<!%1?<9 +!!"$#,$## 1%!%%;#<,!%#!< :

 65"%&'
# 9 #! <$$ , !%$ # ?%; !- 9-+! %! 9? #1 < # 9 ! ,- <%
+9#  -"$#,$#<1$$#!# 1 <=?<!!$)9#!9 !%#!
#1<%+9#  -"$#,$#1# =?<!)$%; -#1D# )%!<?#1,L!=?<!)
?# 9#!%!! -,%! ?# %!< ?# #1< $;! $ %!-+F9 +!!
"$#,$## $%; -#11%!%%;#)<?+-,)%%+9 #9 $-B%<<$#  1,-
# #!,<$1#1<  :
'-+!%! 9?#1$#,1# <=?<!<$$#!$-,+%! $%#!
#?<!#+%!$+#!#1<%+9#  -"$#,$#B%< 9?#B<%?<< <$$<;,!
 %1%?%#!!# $% <!?<1# 9-+!:
!-9-+!< +%! 9?#1<%+9#  -"$#,$#<$$,+#%<#$ 
%!9 !%#!!D%1!#1 < 9-+!1$$#,+#!%F ! #1%<9?%1%
#11%?#1< %!!'-%!!# #1!-#< '-%!!9 #;%1# %!< #!%%#!
!?<9-+!#+B%$$%?< <  N#,$%%#!%! 9?< #1:!-1%$ #
+6<! %%!< ?# #1< $;! $ %!-+ 1 #< %!<$$!#11?
?< %?< : 1 !- 9-+! %! 1$$ #  %! 9  #1 9 %!?%9$ % + %! 9? #1 !- #
9 ! ,- <% +9#  -"$#,$ # <   <$$ 9 #?  < %$ #1 ?< 9-+!
<$$,! 
%!< ?# #1< $;! $ %!-+!)9#!!-?<! -
,%! +) < !#+%!$ +#! #1 < # ?#  %! < ?#  #1 < $;! $ %!
-+! 9 !,-<%+9#  -"$#,$#<$$, ?,-< !#+%!$
+#! #1 < # # +: 1 !- #<  9-+!   + %! 9? #1 < #
9 ! ,- <% +9#  - "$#,$ #) <   <$$ 9 #?  <  ?#  #1 ?< ?<
9-+!<$$,! 
%!< ?# #1< $;! $ %!-+:
(# <9 9##1!-9-+!+%! 9?#1<%+9#  -"$#,$#)<B# G%!<
$;!9$?#19 !%#!H<$$!#99$-%!<1%!%%#!#1G!,'*%"''- 6H%! #!%%#!5D<F
D    F:

 %" &*#%
! ?!?$$%#! #1 !- # 9 ! ,- <% +9#  - "$#,$ # < % L%  ,- <
#!%%#!#,?!?$$D#< <!9#!% +9%#!F)<  <$$9 #? <%$#1
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?<?!?$$%#!<$$,! 
%!< ?# #1< $;! $ %!-+!)9#!
!-?<! -,%!+)<!#+%!$+#!#1<# ?# %!< ?# #1< $;!
$ %!-+! 9 !,-<%+9#  -"$#,$#<$$, ?,-< 
!#+%!$+#!#1<##?!?$$:

#&*"'
#%? L% #,%;!%! 9?#1<# 9 !,-<%+9#  -"$#,$#+-
, %;! ,- <%  ,%! $%;  D# $#!  <% +9#  - "$#,$ # % <$ #! ,<$1 #1
 #?$ !J#  $  +)&=+,# # !-#< 9 +%?$ %!-+F# #?$ )
$  +)&=+,# # ?<#< 9 +%?$ %!-+)<?+-,)# #< B%
#<<#$ #1<%+9#  -"$#,$#) < <!,-9,$%?%#! L% ,-< #!%%#!)
=?9<)#$#!<# $%!J# +%# %!)!#%? L% #,%;!
#<<#$ #1<#9 !#< #!%%#!<$$$#,9,$%<D%1?<9,$%?%#!%
L% F%!+!! B<%?<?#+9$%B%<< $! $%#!#1!-#?6=?<!# #< 
$;!<# %-#!B<%?<<# $%J!# +%# %!:
# 9 #;%%#!#1<%+9#  -"$#,$#<$$$ # %+9% <#,$%%#!#1<  !<
" !#  #9-<9 %!?%9$!9 +%+#1!%! #!<#B<!%!??# !?
B%<< #!%%#!:
<% +9#  - "$#,$ # <$$ !# , ;$% #  ,?#+ #,$%# - 1#  !- 9 9# !%$
<!%?,-# #!,<$1#1< %!!'-%!! !11?,-<!%-99#%!
 #++#!169 ,-< $;! $ %!-+:
<%+9#  -"$#,$#!!-!#!3?#! ?$#,$%%#! %%!##1# %!?#!!?%#!B%<
% <$$,#; !,-!?#! %!??# !?B%<!$%<$B:
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%.*&%"'' B< #1<  <?<%+9#  -"$#,$##,$-%!#!%,<$1:
#1< :
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<%+9#  -"$#,$#%<!%?
,-# #!,<$1#1< %!!'-%!!:

 ;
 %!!'-%!!
/-2

<# %%!# (# <9 9##1<!%?%#!#!$-:

$$"&, &*#%
<%+9#  -"$#,$#
%11?,- # #!,<$1#1< #++#!169 :
NNNNNNNNNNNN
 #++#!169
/-2

<# %%!# (# <9 9##111?%#!#!$-:
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& *   '   
 >DKF  85DF ( .  &  
:
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/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+EE@>0ECC1
%   
/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+E>E320C<1
%  
/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+E0=2=2<21
%
   
/%#+#+ &"-.*&)*5*&"-* !**&6*% %( %- %- "'
.*&)+"(*'&"+"-%,5!"+EE?=3=0C1






  

"+5 %"%&#!  #&" #JKL
<%9 +!!"$#,$#%%%! 9?#1<#D<G #&"'HF#1< !?<DF!
 %9?%1%%!' #1<?<$< ##1 ! !%#!$' #!$(%!!?9$? D<G'',"+HF
! !,- ! !%#!$' #!$(%!!? !;+!&%+%) '(%%$" #9&%+%)
'(.#$%!&%+%! '( ! !%#!$&%+% D<G, + %&#+'HF:

%&"++"& &*#% %-"$*%*&*#%'
1 !? %! <% 9 +!! "$#,$ # # < G #!%%#!H   # <  + ! #!%%#!
99$%?,$#<#DB<%?<  %!<1# +#%!?<$'  #< D?<
+!)+#%1%!J# 99$+!!J#  9$? < )<
G +,'&""-HF  ,B!<  )<" !#  ! <&B,! 
 # 9# %#!9:$:?: )?<1# +%99$+!!J# +#%1%!J# 9 
,- < 9 #;%%#! #1 <% 9 +!! "$#,$ # D%!?$%! < 99$+!$ 1%!%%#! ! !-
+#%1%?%#!# %%#!#%!' #1<?<$< #F)B<%?<%!<;!#1!-?#!1$%?
<$$9 ;%$F:< ?9%$% +%!<%9 +!!"$#,$#<$$<;<+!%!
%;!#<+%!< #!%%#!# < :

((+"( &" #5*%  5#,%&
< !#+%!$+#!1 #+%+#%+#1<%9 +!!"$#,$#<$$,!+#!
L$#<  !#+%!$+#!#1<#1 #+%+#%+! %!< ?# #1,#<
 #?$ ! $  +)&=+,# D#< )<G+"": %&" +*%(6'&"5'HF)B<%?<<$$
,?#+9$!J# +!<?+-,9#!D%F<=?<!#1<B<#$# 9 #1
<%!  ?# %!< ?# #1< $;! $ %!-+%!<+9#  -"$#,$#
%!%%$$- 9 !%!<#1# ?# 9#!%!%! < %!D%!<?#1# 9 !
,-+9#  -"$#,$#9#!%F)D%%F<%#1<# 9 !< ,-D%!<?
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#1# 9 !,-<%9 +!!"$#,$#9#!%F)D%%%F<=?<!#1<B<#$# )
B< <$%+%?% ?+!?#9 +%)9 #1<%9 +!!"$#,$#1# 1%!%%;#
!J# D%;F< +9%#!# 9 ?<!?!?$$%#!#1# 9 !< ,-:
< ?#  #1 < $;! $ %! -+ DB<%?< =9 %#! %! <% 9 +!! "$#,$ #
+! < ?#  < ?< $;! $ %! -+ <#$ 1#  % ?#+  B<%?< 1$? <
+#! #1 ?< ?#+ N %!  %! < #F <$$ , ?#!?$%; ;%!? #1 < !#+%!$
+#! #1 < # 9 ! ,- <% 9 +!! "$#,$ # !) 1#  < 9 9#) 
+!%,- $;! $ %!-+DB<%?<+!<$$,+;%$,$#<
,  9#! LF%!<!#+%!$+#!#1# 9 !,-<%9 +!!"$#,$
#!-%+<$$,?#!?$%;;%!?#1< ?# #1< $;! $ %!-+<
%+:

+#5*'"&# 6
,K?9 #;%< %!)<  )1# ;$ ?%;)< ,-9 #+%#9-#<,  #1
<%9 +!!"$#,$#)9#!9 !%#!!DB<!!#1 < 9-+! %%! 9?#1
<%9 +!!"$#,$#F ! #1<%9 +!!"$#,$#)#!<* %-D# #!
?<  $%    < +#! 9-,$ 9#! +9%#! !  < #!%%#! +- ,?#+
9-,$ %! ??# !? B%< < #!%%#!F < +#! 9-,$ 9#! +9%#! !  <
#!%%#! %! 9? #1 <   !#+%!$ +#! #1 # 9 ! ,- <% 9 +!!
"$#,$#!D!$<%9 +!!"$#,$##!#, %! F#9-%! %! 9?
#1<#1 #+< !  #++!?+!%!  < )#!<1# 9-+!)
! %! ??# !? B%< < +<# #1 ?$?$%#! 9 #;% 1#  %! < #!%%#!) ; < <
?$?$%#!%+%! 9?#1<#$ +#!#1<#)#< B%<?<#< 
+!%%#!$+#!D%1!-F+-,9-,$! < #!%%#!)%!??# !?B%<
< #!%%#!:

8) %("
<%9 +!!"$#,$#%=?<!,$D1 #1?< #<<#$ F#!# 1 <=?<!
%!B<#$,!#)=?99 #;%%!<!=9  9<)%!9 1# <1%!%%;#%1
<%9 +!!"$#,$#%<$#!,<$1#1 #?$ #  $  +)&=+,# # !-#< 
9 +% ?$ %! -+ D! G &"+% &*:" " +*%( 6'&"5HF ! !- ?< ?$ %! -+ %
?$#1# ,%!1# ?#!%!#9 %##17-D#< <!,- #!#1<#$%-)# -
# #< B%F# !!#!?!%!!%#!9 +!!$-#?,%!# #%!1?##:
G 8) %(" &"H+!-1$$%!!#$<!-1 <#!B<%?<<!#%? L% %!
=?<!%%;!!#!B<%?<,!6 #9!1# ,%!%!<?%-%!B<%?<<9?%1%#11%?
#1< %!!'-%!!%$#?!)=?9%!<?#1=?<!,#;)%!<?%%
%!B<%?< #?$ ! $  +)&=+,# # )%1 $;!)<$ !%; $ %!-+)
 $#?:
!-?<=?<!+-,11?#!# 1 !=?<!,-<<#$ #1<%9 +!!
"$#,$ #  ! %! <% 9 +!! "$#,$ # # ) %! < ? #1  9 %$ =?<!)
9 !%! % # #  # < #   #1 < %! ! '-%!!: ! =?<! 1#  <% 9 +!!
"$#,$#)# 9 < #1#,=?<!)<  <$$$%; )# 9 #? <$%; -#1)$-
=?!<!%?1%!%%;#%!! !#+%!$+#!L$#<!#+%!$
+#!#1<%9 +!!"$#,$#,+%1# =?<!D%199 #9 %)<;%!?<#
<+$$ #9#!D!)B< 99 #9 %) $#!F%! 9?#1%! << !#$ -,!
9% #! <% 9 +!! "$#,$ #F) ? %- 9 %!! ,!%$$-%!<1# +  #%!<
?<$ #< 99$+!!J# +#%1%!J# 9 ,-< +#1
' #1<?<$< #:
!!-=?<!#19 #1<%9 +!!"$#,$#)<  <$$9 #? <<9# %#!
#1<!#+%!$+#!< #1#=?<!<$$,! 
%!< ?# #1< $;!
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$ %!-+!9#!!-?<! -,%!+)<!#+%!$+#!#1<# ?# 
%!< ?# #1< $;! $ %!-+! 9 !,-<%9 +!!"$#,$#<$$
, ?,-!+#!L$#?<9# %#!#=?<!:

"%"$*&#$#%-*&*#%'
=?9#< B%9?%1%< %!)<%9 +!!"$#,$#)<  <$$9 #? <%
,K?#< #!%%#!!< !)!%$<B<#$#1<%9 +!!"$#,$#%
=?<!1#  1%!%%; #)< <#$  #1 <% 9 +!! "$#,$ # <$$ %! $$ 9? ,
!%$ # < + ,!1%  %1 % B  < <#$  #1 < 1%!%%; # 1#  B<%?< % +- ,
=?<!!%1?<1%!%%;#<,!%#!< :

 65"%&'
# 9 #! <$$ , !%$ # ?%; !- 9-+! %! 9? #1 < # 9 ! ,- <%
9 +!! "$#,$ # < 1$$  1  ! =?<!  1#  ?< #) !$ 9#! 
9 !%#!#1<%9 +!!"$#,$#1# =?<!)$%; -#11%!%%;#%%+9 #9 $-
B%<<$#  1,-# #!,<$1#1<  # <  #!#9 1# +# ?#+9$-B%<!-
#!# +# #1B< =9 #,%#,$%%#!! !-1%!%%;#:
'-+!%! 9?#1<%9 +!!"$#,$#<$$,+#%<#$ %!9 !%#!
!D%1!#1 < 9-+!1$$#,+#!%F ! #1%<9?%1%#11%?#1< %!
!'-%!!# #1!-#< '-%!!9 #;%1# %!< #!%%#!!?<9-+!#
+B%$$%?< <  N#,$%%#!%! 9?< #1:!-1%$ #+6<! %%!<
?#  #1 < $;! $ %! -+ 1  # < %! <$$ !# 11? ?< %?< : <
 <$$9 #? <%$#1?<?<9-+!<$$,! 
%!< ?# #1<
$;! $ %! -+ !%! < ? #1 !- 9-+! #1 9 %!?%9$ ! 9#! !- ?< ! -
,%! +) < !#+%!$ +#! #1 < # ?#  %! < ?#  #1 < $;! $ %!
-+! 9 !,-<%9 +!!"$#,$#<$$, ?,-< !#+%!$
+#!#1<## +:
(# <9 9##1!-9-+!+%! 9?#1<%9 +!!"$#,$#)<B# G%!<
$;!9$?#19 !%#!H<$$!#99$-%!<1%!%%#!#1G!,'*%"''- 6H%! #!%%#!5D<F
D    F:

+"'+*&*#%
$%+%! 9?#19 %!?%9$!%! D?<%1%!%!< #!%%#!F%! 9?#1<%
9 +!!"$#,$#<$$,?#+;#%!$%%9 !1# 9-+!B%<%!9 %##1
- D%!<?#19 %!?%9$F!>- D%!<?#1%! F1 #+<99 #9 %$;!
:

""&*%('
(#  < 9 9# #1 !-+%! #1 #<#$ ) <<#$  #1 <% 9 +!! "$#,$ # <$$
D!$ <% 9 +!!"$#,$ # 9 ! #!$- #! #F ,    B# 9 #! 1#  <
9 9##1!-L# + L% +!#1+%!#1#<#$ !)!-?<+%!)
<;%!#!;#%! 9?#1?<%! $? !?-!%#1<9?%1%  !?-#1<#:

 %" &*#%
! ?!?$$%#! #1 !- # 9 ! ,- <% 9 +!! "$#,$ # < % L%  ,- <
#!%%#!#,?!?$$D#< <!9#!% +9%#!F)<  <$$9 #? <%$#1
?< ?!?$$%#! <$$ , !   
%! < ?#  #1 < $;! $ %! -+!)
9#!!-?<! -,%!+)<!#+%!$+#!#1<# ?# %!< ?# #1<
$;! $ %!-+! 9 !,-<%9 +!!"$#,$#<$$, ?,-<
 !#+%!$+#!#1<##?!?$$:

,+) '"
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#+- #!$-,9 ?<,-<  )<" !#  # !-#1<%  9?%;,%% %
%1<- 9 ?<#< B%<< %<# ?%;$$1 9-+!#1%! :

'',"+B'&*#%'
!-#9%#!#1<  9 #;%1# %!< #!%%#!<$$,= ?%,-<  %;%!!#%?
#<#<#$ !< $;! $ %!-+D# 9 #? %!<?<!#%?%%;!#!%
,<$1FB%<%!<%+$%+%#%!!?#!%!%!<%!1# +%#! L% ,-< #!%%#!)
=?9<<!#%?<$$!#, L% #?#!%!< %$!+, #1# B!%!<?
#19 %$= ?%#1!#9%#!!??# %!$-!# B%!#1#<$$, L% : !<?
#19 %$= ?%#1!#9%#!)< %<#1??#!<#$  B%<?$ %!-+%! 9?#1
< # B%$$ , #; ! ,- < !  9 #?  #1  #?$  !J#  $  +)
&=+,# !<$$, 1$?%!< ?# #1 #?$ !J#  $  +)&=+,# 
%< 9##$1?# #  ?%#! %!!#+%!$+#!)<% %? %#!:(#$$#B%!<= ?%#1
!- ?< #9%#!) <   <$$ 9 #?  < < !#+%!$ +#! #1 < # ?#  %! <
?# #1< $;! $ %!-+! 9 !,-<%9 +!!"$#,$#<$$,
???# %!$-:

#&")#-"+'B&*#%'
!-#9%#!#1<#<#$ 9 #;%1# %!< #!%%#!+-,= ?%,-<<#$ #1<%
9 +!!"$#,$#%;%!!#%?#< %!!'-%!!B%<%!<%+$%+% $%!
#<9#%#1#B%<'-%!!#%!< #!%%#!,!%$$-%!<1# +#1<
!#%?;%$,$1 #+!-'-%!!)=?9<<!#%?<$$!#, L% #?#!%!<
? %1%?!+, #1<#%! 9?#1B<%?<<#9%#!<,!= ?%:(#$$#B%!<
= ?%#1!-?<#9%#!)<  <$$9 #? <<!#+%!$+#!#1<# ?# 
%!< ?# #1< $;! $ %!-+! 9 !,-<%9 +!!"$#,$#<$$
, ?,-< !#+%!$+#!%!< $;!= ?%!#%?:

#&*"'
#%? L% #,%;!%! 9?#1<# 9 !,-<%9 +!!"$#,$#+-
, %;! ,- <%  ,%! $%;  D# $#!  <% 9 +!! "$#,$ # % <$ #! ,<$1 #1
 #?$  !J#  $  +) &=+,#  !J#  !$ !%; $ %! -+F #  #?$ )
$  +) &=+,#  !J#  ?< $ !%; $ %! -+)  < ? +- ,) # 
#< B%#<<#$ #1<%9 +!!"$#,$#) < <!,- 9,$%?%#! L% ,-<
#!%%#!)=?9<)#$#!<# $%!J# +%# %!)!#%? L% 
#,%;!#<<#$ #1<#9 !#< #!%%#!<$$$#,9,$%<D%1?<
9,$%?%#! % L% F %!  +!!  B<%?< ?#+9$% B%< < $ ! $%#! #1 !- #?6
=?<!# #<  $;!<# %-#!B<%?<<# $%J!# +%# %!:

"(#&* !**&6
<%9 +!!"$#,$#%,  #?+!!!#%,$!??# %!$-2

0

%1 $- !1 ,$,-$%; -!?< !1 <$$#9 #?#!1 9#!< !1 
$$ %< ! ,!1% 99 %!%! < # ! # ,%! <  !1  B%< $$ #,$%%#!
99 %!%!< #9 !#< #!%%#!

2

<<#$ #1 <%9 +!!"$#,$#%!<$$,,#$$-!%$%!$$
9 ;%# <#$  # ?%; $$ +#! ,- B- #1 +#! 9-,$ 9#! +9%#!)
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Schedule 2
Part C
Terms and Conditions of the Notes
The Notes are constituted by a Trust Deed (as amended or supplemented as at the date of issue
of the Notes (the “Issue Date”), the “Trust Deed”) dated on or around 26 August 2021 between
International Personal Finance plc (the “Issuer”), IPF Holdings Limited, International Personal
Finance Investments Limited, IPF International Limited and IPF Digital Group Limited (as
“Guarantors”) and The Law Debenture Trust Corporation p.l.c. (the “Trustee”, which expression
shall include all persons for the time being the trustee or trustees under the Trust Deed) as trustee
for the Noteholders (as defined below). These terms and conditions (the “Conditions”) include
summaries of, and are subject to, the detailed provisions of the Trust Deed, which includes the form
of the Bearer Notes, Certificates, Coupons and Talons referred to below. An Agency Agreement
(as amended or supplemented as at the Issue Date, the “Agency Agreement”) dated 12 April
2019 has been entered into in relation to the Notes between the Issuer, the Guarantors, the
Trustee, HSBC Bank plc as initial issuing and paying agent and the other agents named in it. The
issuing and paying agent, the other paying agents, the registrar, the transfer agents and the
calculation agent(s) for the time being (if any) are referred to below respectively as the “Issuing
and Paying Agent”, the “Paying Agents” (which expression shall include the Issuing and Paying
Agent), the “Registrar”, the “Transfer Agents” (which expression shall include the Registrar) and
the “Calculation Agent(s)”.
Copies of the Trust Deed and the Agency Agreement are available to view on the Group’s website
at www.ipfin.co.uk.
The Noteholders and the holders of the interest coupons (the “Coupons”) relating to interest bearing
Notes in bearer form and, where applicable in the case of such Notes, talons for further Coupons
(the “Talons”) (the “Couponholders”) are entitled to the benefit of, are bound by, and are deemed
to have notice of, all the provisions of the Trust Deed and are deemed to have notice of those
provisions applicable to them of the Agency Agreement.
As used in these Conditions, “Tranche” means Notes which are identical in all respects.

1.

Form, Denomination and Title
The Notes are issued in bearer form (“Bearer Notes”) or in registered form (“Registered
Notes”) in each case in the Specified Denomination(s) shown hereon, provided that, in the
case of any Notes which are to be admitted to trading on a regulated market within the
European Economic Area or the United Kingdom or offered to the public in the United
Kingdom in circumstances which require the publication of a Prospectus under the UK
Prospectus Regulation, the minimum Specified Denomination shall be 1,000 (or its
equivalent in any other currency as at the date of issue of the relevant Notes).
All Registered Notes shall have the same Specified Denomination.
The Notes are Fixed Rate Notes, Floating Rate Notes or Zero Coupon Notes, depending
upon the Interest and Redemption/Payment Basis shown hereon.
Bearer Notes are serially numbered and are issued with Coupons (and, where appropriate,
a Talon) attached, save in the case of Zero Coupon Notes in which case references to interest
(other than in relation to interest due after the Maturity Date), Coupons and Talons in these
Conditions are not applicable.
Registered Notes are represented by registered certificates (“Certificates”) and, save as
provided in Condition 2(c), each Certificate shall represent the entire holding of Registered
Notes by the same holder.
Title to the Bearer Notes and the Coupons and Talons shall pass by delivery. Title to the
Registered Notes shall pass by registration in the register that the Issuer shall procure to be
kept by the Registrar in accordance with the provisions of the Agency Agreement (the
“Register”). Except as ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction or as required by law, the
holder (as defined below) of any Note, Coupon or Talon shall be deemed to be and may be
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treated as its absolute owner for all purposes whether or not it is overdue and regardless of
any notice of ownership, trust or an interest in it, any writing on it (or on the Certificate
representing it) or its theft or loss (or that of the related Certificate) and no person shall be
liable for so treating the holder.
In these Conditions, “Noteholder” means the bearer of any Bearer Note or the person in
whose name a Registered Note is registered (as the case may be), “holder” (in relation to a
Notes Coupon or Talon) means the bearer of any Bearer Note, Coupon or Talon or the person
in whose name a Registered Note is registered (as the case may be) and capitalised terms
have the meanings given to them hereon, the absence of any such meaning indicating that
such term is not applicable to the Notes.

2.

No Exchange of Notes and Transfers of Registered Notes
(a)

No Exchange of Notes: Registered Notes may not be exchanged for Bearer Notes.
Bearer Notes of one Specified Denomination may not be exchanged for Bearer Notes
of another Specified Denomination. Bearer Notes may not be exchanged for Registered
Notes.

(b)

Transfer of Registered Notes: One or more Registered Notes may be transferred
upon the surrender (at the specified office of the Registrar or any Transfer Agent) of the
Certificate representing such Registered Notes to be transferred, together with the form
of transfer endorsed on such Certificate (or another form of transfer substantially in the
same form and containing the same representations and certifications (if any), unless
otherwise agreed by the Issuer), duly completed and executed and any other evidence
as the Registrar or Transfer Agent may reasonably require. In the case of a transfer of
part only of a holding of Registered Notes represented by one Certificate, a new
Certificate shall be issued to the transferee in respect of the part transferred and a
further new Certificate in respect of the balance of the holding not transferred shall be
issued to the transferor. All transfers of Notes and entries on the Register will be made
subject to the detailed regulations concerning transfers of Notes scheduled to the
Agency Agreement. The regulations may be changed by the Issuer, with the prior
written approval of the Registrar and the Trustee. A copy of the current regulations will
be made available by the Registrar to any Noteholder upon request.

(c)

Exercise of Options or Partial Redemption in Respect of Registered Notes: In the
case of an exercise of an Issuer’s or Noteholder’s option in respect of, or a partial
redemption of, a holding of Registered Notes represented by a single Certificate, a new
Certificate shall be issued to the holder to reflect the exercise of such option or in
respect of the balance of the holding not redeemed. In the case of a partial exercise of
an option resulting in Registered Notes of the same holding having different terms,
separate Certificates shall be issued in respect of those Notes of that holding that have
the same terms. New Certificates shall only be issued against surrender of the existing
Certificates to the Registrar or any Transfer Agent. In the case of a transfer of
Registered Notes to a person who is already a holder of Registered Notes, a new
Certificate representing the enlarged holding shall only be issued against surrender of
the Certificate representing the existing holding.

(d)

Delivery of New Certificates: Each new Certificate to be issued pursuant to Conditions
2(b) or (c) shall be available for delivery within three business days of receipt of the
form of transfer or Exercise Notice (as defined in Condition 6(e)) and surrender of the
Certificate for exchange. Delivery of the new Certificate(s) shall be made at the specified
office of the Transfer Agent or of the Registrar (as the case may be) to whom delivery
or surrender of such form of transfer, Exercise Notice or Certificate shall have been
made or, at the option of the holder making such delivery or surrender as aforesaid and
as specified in the relevant form of transfer, Exercise Notice or otherwise in writing, be
mailed by uninsured post at the risk of the holder entitled to the new Certificate to such
address as may be so specified, unless such holder requests otherwise and pays in
advance to the relevant Transfer Agent the costs of such other method of delivery
and/or such insurance as it may specify. In this Condition 2(d), “business day” means
a day, other than a Saturday or Sunday, on which banks are open for business in the
place of the specified office of the relevant Transfer Agent or the Registrar (as the case
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may be).

3.

4.

(e)

Transfers Free of Charge: Transfers of Notes and Certificates on registration, transfer,
exercise of an option or partial redemption shall be effected without charge by or on
behalf of the Issuer, the Registrar or the Transfer Agents, but upon payment of any tax
or other governmental charges that may be imposed in relation to it (or the giving of
such indemnity as the Registrar or the relevant Transfer Agent may require).

(f)

Closed Periods: No Noteholder may require the transfer of a Registered Note to be
registered (i) during the period of 15 days ending on the due date for redemption of that
Note, (ii) during the period of 15 days prior to any date on which Notes may be called
for redemption by the Issuer at its option pursuant to Condition 6(d) or 6(g), (iii) after any
such Note has been called or put for redemption or (iv) during the period of seven days
ending on (and including) any Record Date (as defined in Condition 7(b)(ii)).

Guarantees and status of Notes
(a)

Guarantee: The Guarantors have unconditionally and irrevocably guaranteed, on a
joint and several basis, the due payment of all sums expressed to be payable by the
Issuer under the Trust Deed, the Notes and Coupons. Their obligations in that respect
(the “Guarantee”) are contained in the Trust Deed.

(b)

Status: The Notes and the Coupons relating to them constitute (subject to Condition 4)
unsecured obligations of the Issuer and shall at all times rank pari passu and without
any preference among themselves. The payment obligations of the Issuer under the
Notes and the Coupons relating to them and of the Guarantors under the Guarantee
shall, save for such exceptions as may be provided by applicable legislation and subject
to Condition 4, at all times rank at least equally with all other unsecured and
unsubordinated indebtedness and monetary obligations of the Issuer and the
Guarantors respectively, present and future.

Covenants
(a)

Negative Pledge: So long as any of the Notes remain outstanding (as defined in the
Trust Deed), the Issuer and the Guarantors will not, and will procure, so far as they can
by the proper exercise of voting and other rights or powers of control exercisable by
them in relation to their respective Subsidiaries, that no such Subsidiary will, create or
permit to subsist any mortgage, charge, pledge, lien or other encumbrance (other than
any arising by operation of law) (a “Security Interest”) upon the whole or any part of
their respective undertakings or assets (present or future) to secure any Relevant
Indebtedness (as defined below) or to secure any guarantee or indemnity given by the
Issuer or any Guarantor or any of their respective Subsidiaries in respect of any
Relevant Indebtedness, without at the same time as, or prior to, the creation of such
Security Interest according to the Notes and the Coupons, to the satisfaction of the
Trustee, the same security or such other arrangement (whether or not it includes the
creation of a Security Interest) as the Trustee shall in its absolute discretion deem not
materially less beneficial to the Noteholders or as shall be approved by an Extraordinary
Resolution (as defined in the Trust Deed) of the Noteholders save that the Issuer or any
Subsidiary may create or have outstanding (without any obligation to secure the Notes
or Coupons) a Permitted Security Interest.
In this Condition 4(a):
“Group” has the meaning given to it in Condition 10;
“Permitted Security Interest” means a Security Interest on the undertaking or assets
of a company acquired by a member of the Group after the Issue Date, provided that
such Security Interest was not created in contemplation of such acquisition and the
principal amount secured by such Security Interest is not subsequently increased (or
any Security Interest renewing or replacing the same);
“Relevant Indebtedness” means (i) any present or future indebtedness (whether being
principal, premium, interest or other amounts) which is in the form of, or represented or
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evidenced by, bonds, notes, debentures, loan stock or other securities and which is for
the time being, or is capable of being, quoted, listed, dealt in or traded on a stock
exchange or over the counter or other recognised securities market, and (ii) any
guarantee or indemnity in respect of any such indebtedness; and
“Subsidiary” has the meaning given to it in Condition 10.
(b)

Maintenance of Consolidated EBITDA to Consolidated Interest Payable Ratio:
So long as any of the Notes remains outstanding, the Issuer will not permit the ratio
of Consolidated EBITDA to Consolidated Interest Payable, as each is determined:
i. on a Rolling Twelve Month basis ending as of 31 December 2021, to be less
than 1.75 to 1.0; and
ii. on a Rolling Twelve Month basis ending as of each Year-End Date and each
Semi-Annual Date falling after 31 December 2021, to be less than 2.0 to 1.0.

(c)

Maintenance of Consolidated Total Borrowings to Consolidated Net Worth Ratio:
So long as any of the Notes remains outstanding, the Issuer will not permit the ratio of
Consolidated Total Borrowings to Consolidated Net Worth to be greater than 3.75 to 1.0
as of each Year-End Date and Semi-Annual Date.

(d)

Information: The Issuer has agreed in the Trust Deed, so long as any of the Notes
remains outstanding:
(i)

(ii)

Financial statements
to supply to the Trustee, as soon as available, but in any event not later than:
A.

120 days after each Year-End Date, a copy of its annual report containing
its audited consolidated and unconsolidated, as applicable, financial
statements for that financial year; and

B.

90 days after each Semi-Annual Date, a copy of its unaudited consolidated
interim semi-annual financial statements for that financial half-year;

Compliance certificate
A. to supply to the Trustee, with each set of financial statements delivered
pursuant to Condition 4(d)(i), a compliance certificate setting out (in
reasonable detail) computations as to compliance with Conditions 4(b) and
(c) above as at the date as at which those financial statements were drawn
up; and
B.

that each compliance certificate shall be signed on behalf of the Issuer (but
without personal liability) by two directors or a director and the secretary of
the Issuer.

The Trustee shall be entitled to rely on such compliance certificates or any
certificate delivered under Condition 4(d)(iii) without further investigation or liability
and will not otherwise be responsible for monitoring compliance with Conditions
4(b) and 4(c);
(iii)

(iv)

Requirements as to financial statements
that it shall procure that each set of consolidated financial statements of the Issuer
delivered pursuant to Condition 4(d)(i) is prepared using IFRS unless, in relation
to any set of financial statements, it gives notice to the Trustee and to the
Noteholders in accordance with Condition 16 that there has been a change in
generally accepted accounting principles in the United Kingdom and it delivers to
the Trustee:
A.

a description of any change necessary for those financial statements to
reflect IFRS; and

B.

a certificate signed by two directors or a director and a secretary of the
Issuer setting out (in reasonable detail) the relevant computations and
certifying that Conditions 4(b) to (d) have been complied with; and

Information: miscellaneous
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to supply to the Trustee a copy of all documents dispatched by the Issuer to its
shareholders (or any class of them) or its creditors generally at the same time as
they are dispatched.
In these Conditions 4(b) to (d):
“Consolidated EBITDA” has the meaning given to it in Condition 10;
“Consolidated Interest Payable” means, in respect of any period, the aggregate of all
amounts of interest and equivalent financial expenses of the Issuer or its Subsidiaries
payable to persons who are not the Issuer or such a Subsidiary (calculated on a
consolidated basis but after deducting any interest receivable from persons who are
not the Issuer or such a Subsidiary) attributable to such period and shall:
(a)

include without limitation and for the avoidance of doubt, any amounts of such
interest and expenses which may have accrued in any such period and which
are payable in a later period but are attributable to such period, as determined in
accordance with IFRS; and

(b)

include any discount, fees and any element attributable to interest comprised in
payments to lessors under Leases or to owners under hire-purchase agreements
as determined under IFRS

In calculating Consolidated Interest Payable for any period, due account shall be taken
of (and a consequential adjustment, whether positive or negative, shall be made to
reflect) the net benefit or loss (as the case may be) to the Issuer and its Subsidiaries
for or in respect of any payments accruing to or from them in such period pursuant to
any settlements due on interest rate swaps, hedging or analogous contracts for the
mitigation of interest rate fluctuations or movements which they have entered into with
third parties in respect of Moneys Borrowed but any item of income or expense that is
material (either individually or in aggregate) and either of an unusual or a non-recurring
nature shall be excluded, in each case, as determined in accordance with IFRS;
“Consolidated Net Worth” means, at any time, as determined in accordance with
IFRS, the aggregate of:
(i)

the amount paid up or credited as paid up on the issued share capital of the
Issuer; and

(ii)

the amount standing to the credit of the consolidated capital, revenue and other
reserves of the Group (including, without limitation, share premium and retained
earnings), but after:
(a)

deducting all amounts attributable to minority interests;

(b)

excluding any amounts derived from writing up the book value of any fixed
assets to the extent otherwise included in paragraph (ii) above (save for
amounts arising from a formal revaluation carried out by an independent and
duly qualified valuer);

(c)

excluding the effect under IFRS 7 and IFRS 9 of the fair valuation of
derivative assets and liabilities;

(d)

excluding any defined benefit (or similar) pension scheme surplus or deficit
and any other items relating to any defined benefit (or similar) pension
scheme to the extent otherwise included in paragraph (ii) above; and

(e)

making any such adjustments as may be necessary to measure Moneys
Borrowed in accordance with paragraphs (i) and (ii) of the definition of
Consolidated Total Borrowings;

“Consolidated Total Borrowings” means, at any time, the aggregate of the amount
of Moneys Borrowed of the Issuer and its Subsidiaries determined on a consistent basis
(and determined in accordance with IFRS) and eliminating inter-company items and
(to the extent not otherwise required by IFRS) items arising under netting arrangements
which are subject to contractual rights of set-off.
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For the purposes of this definition:
(i)

Moneys Borrowed shall be measured at their principal amount and not their
amortised amount (whether or not such Moneys Borrowed are the subject of a fair
value hedge in accordance with IFRS 9); and

(ii)

where Moneys Borrowed are denominated in a currency other than sterling and
are matched by a cross-currency swap which contains a contracted exchange
rate to sterling, such Moneys Borrowed will be translated at the rate of exchange
provided in the relevant cross-currency swap contract and not at the closing rate;

“Gross Tangible Assets” has the meaning given to it in Condition 10;
“Group” has the meaning given to it in Condition 10;
“IFRS” has the meaning given to it in Condition 10;
“IFRS 7” has the meaning given to it in Condition 10;
“IFRS 9” has the meaning given to it in Condition 10;
“Moneys Borrowed” has the meaning given to it in Condition 10;
“Rolling Twelve Months” means a period of twelve consecutive calendar months
treated as a single accounting period;
“Semi-Annual Date” means the last day of the first six-month period of each financial
year of the Issuer;
“Subsidiary” has the meaning given to it in Condition 10; and
“Year-End Date” means the last day of each financial year of the Issuer.
5.

Interest and other Calculations
(a)

Interest on Fixed Rate Notes: Each Fixed Rate Note bears interest on its outstanding
nominal amount from the Interest Commencement Date at the rate per annum
(expressed as a percentage) equal to the Rate of Interest, such interest being payable
in arrear on each Interest Payment Date. The amount of interest payable shall be
determined in accordance with Condition 5(h).

(b)

Interest on Floating Rate Notes:
(i)
Interest Payment Dates: Each Floating Rate Note bears interest on its
outstanding nominal amount from the Interest Commencement Date at the rate
per annum (expressed as a percentage) equal to the Rate of Interest, such
interest being payable in arrear on each Interest Payment Date. The amount of
interest payable shall be determined in accordance with Condition 5(h). Such
Interest Payment Date(s) is/are either shown hereon as Specified Interest
Payment Dates or, if no Specified Interest Payment Date(s) is/are shown hereon,
Interest Payment Date shall mean each date which falls the number of months
or other period shown hereon as the Interest Period after the preceding Interest
Payment Date or, in the case of the first Interest Payment Date, after the Interest
Commencement Date.
(ii)

Business Day Convention: If any date referred to in these Conditions that is
specified to be subject to adjustment in accordance with a Business Day
Convention would otherwise fall on a day that is not a Business Day, then, if the
Business Day Convention specified is (A) the Floating Rate Business Day
Convention, such date shall be postponed to the next day that is a Business Day
unless it would thereby fall into the next calendar month, in which event (x) such
date shall be brought forward to the immediately preceding Business Day and (y)
the subsequent such date shall be the last Business Day of the month in which
such date would have fallen had it not been subject to adjustment, (B) the
Following Business Day Convention, such date shall be postponed to the next
day that is a Business Day, (C) the Modified Following Business Day Convention,
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such date shall be postponed to the next day that is a Business Day unless it
would thereby fall into the next calendar month, in which event such date shall be
brought forward to the immediately preceding Business Day or (D) the Preceding
Business Day Convention, such date shall be brought forward to the immediately
preceding Business Day.
(iii)

Rate of Interest for Floating Rate Notes: Where Screen Rate Determination is
specified hereon as the manner in which the Rate of Interest is to be determined,
the Rate of Interest in respect of Floating Rate Notes for each Interest Accrual
Period shall be determined in the manner specified hereon and the provisions
below relating to Screen Rate Determination.
(1) Screen Rate Determination (Term Rate) – If Screen Rate Determination –
Applicable (Term Rate) is specified hereon as the manner in which the Rate of
Interest is to be determined:
(x)

the Rate of Interest for each Interest Accrual Period will, subject as provided
below, be either:
(1)

the offered quotation; or

(2)

the arithmetic mean of the offered quotations,

(expressed as a percentage rate per annum) for the Reference Rate which
appears or appear, as the case may be, on the Relevant Screen Page as
at either 11.00 a.m. (Brussels time), in the case of EURIBOR, or the
Relevant Time specified hereon in the Relevant Financial Centre specified
hereon, in the case of a Reference Rate other than EURIBOR, on the
Interest Determination Date in question as determined by the Calculation
Agent. If five or more of such offered quotations are available on the
Relevant Screen Page, the highest (or, if there is more than one such
highest quotation, one only of such quotations) and the lowest (or, if there
is more than one such lowest quotation, one only of such quotations) shall
be disregarded by the Calculation Agent for the purpose of determining the
arithmetic mean of such offered quotations.
(y)

if the Relevant Screen Page is not available or if, sub-paragraph (x)(1)
applies and no such offered quotation appears on the Relevant Screen Page
or if sub-paragraph (x)(2) above applies and fewer than three such offered
quotations appear on the Relevant Screen Page in each case as at the time
specified above, subject as provided below, the Calculation Agent shall
request, if the Reference Rate is EURIBOR, the principal Euro-zone office of
each of the Reference Banks, or if the Reference Rate is other than
EURIBOR, the principal Relevant Financial Centre’s office of each of the
Reference Banks, to provide the Calculation Agent with its offered quotation
(expressed as a percentage rate per annum) for the Reference Rate,
if the Reference Rate is EURIBOR, at approximately 11.00 a.m. (Brussels
time) or, if the Reference Rate is other than EURIBOR, at approximately
the Relevant Time on the Interest Determination Date in question. If two or
more of the Reference Banks provide the Calculation Agent with such
offered quotations, the Rate of Interest for such Interest Accrual Period shall
be the arithmetic mean of such offered quotations as determined by the
Calculation Agent; and

(z)

if paragraph (y) above applies and the Calculation Agent determines that
fewer than two Reference Banks are providing offered quotations, subject as
provided below, the Rate of Interest shall be the arithmetic mean of the rates
per annum (expressed as a percentage) as communicated to (and at the
request of) the Calculation Agent by the Reference Banks or any two or
more of them, at which such banks were offered, if the Reference Rate is
EURIBOR, at approximately 11.00 a.m. (Brussels time) or, if the Reference
Rate is other than EURIBOR, at approximately the Relevant Time on the
relevant Interest Determination Date, deposits in the Specified Currency for
a period equal to that which would have been used for the Reference Rate
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by leading banks in, if the Reference Rate is EURIBOR, the Euro-zone interbank market, or if the Reference Rate is other than EURIBOR, the Relevant
Financial Centre’s inter-bank market as the case may be, or, if fewer than two
of the Reference Banks provide the Calculation Agent with such offered
rates, the offered rate for deposits in the Specified Currency for a period
equal to that which would have been used for the Reference Rate, or the
arithmetic mean of the offered rates for deposits in the Specified Currency
for a period equal to that which would have been used for the Reference
Rate, at which, if the Reference Rate is EURIBOR, at approximately 11.00
a.m. (Brussels time) or, if the Reference Rate is other than EURIBOR, at
approximately the Relevant Time on the relevant Interest Determination
Date, any one or more banks (which bank or banks is or are in the opinion
of the Trustee and the Issuer suitable for such purpose) informs the
Calculation Agent it is quoting to leading banks in, if the Reference Rate is
EURIBOR, the Euro-zone inter-bank market or, if the Reference Rate is
other than EURIBOR, the Relevant Financial Centre’s inter-bank market as
the case may be, provided that, if the Rate of Interest cannot be determined
in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this paragraph, the Rate of
Interest shall be determined as at the last preceding Interest Determination
Date (though substituting, where a different Margin or Maximum or Minimum
Rate of Interest is to be applied to the relevant Interest Accrual Period from
that which applied to the last preceding Interest Accrual Period, the Margin or
Maximum or Minimum Rate of Interest relating to the relevant Interest
Accrual Period, in place of the Margin or Maximum or Minimum Rate of
Interest relating to that last preceding Interest Accrual Period).
(2) Screen Rate Determination (Overnight Rate) – If Screen Rate Determination
– Applicable (Overnight Rate) is specified hereon as the manner in which the
Rate of Interest is to be determined, the Rate of Interest for each Interest Accrual
Period will be the rate of return of a daily compounded interest investment, as
calculated by the Calculation Agent on the Interest Determination Date as follows,
with the resulting percentage rounded if necessary to the fifth decimal place (with
0.000005 being rounded upwards):
d0

[ (

 1+

SONIAi-pLBD x ni

i=1
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) -1 ] x 365
d

365
where for the purposes of this Condition 5(iii)(2):
“d” is the number of calendar days in the relevant Interest Accrual Period;
“do” is the number of London Banking Days in the relevant Interest Accrual
Period;
“i” is a series of whole numbers from one to do, each representing the relevant
London Banking Day in chronological order from, and including, the first London
Business Day in the relevant Interest Accrual Period;
“London Banking Day” or “LBD” means any day (other than a Saturday or
Sunday) on which commercial banks and foreign exchange markets are open for
general business and to settle payments in London;
“ni”, for any London Banking Day “i”, means the number of calendar days from
and including such London Banking Day “i” up to but excluding the following
London Banking Day;
“Observation Look-back” means the number of days specified as such hereon;
“p” means, in respect of any Interest Accrual Period, the number of London
Banking Days included in the Observation Look-back specified in the applicable
Final Terms (or, if no such number is specified, five London Banking Days);
“SONIA” means, in respect of any London Banking Day, a reference rate equal
to the daily SONIA rate for such London Banking Day as provided by the
administrator of SONIA to authorised distributors and as then published on the
Relevant Screen Page or, if the Relevant Screen Page is unavailable, as
otherwise published by such authorised distributors (on the London Banking Day
immediately following such London Banking Day), provided that:
(x)

if in respect of any relevant London Banking Day, the Calculation Agent
determines that the SONIA reference rate is not available on the Relevant
Screen Page and has not otherwise been published by the relevant
authorised distributors, the SONIA reference rate shall be: (i) the Bank of
England’s bank rate (the “Bank Rate”) prevailing at close of business on
the relevant London Business Day; plus (ii) the mean of the spread of the
SONIA reference rate to the Bank Rate over the previous five days on which
a SONIA reference rate has been published, excluding the highest spread
(or, if there is more than one highest spread, one only of those highest
spreads) and lowest spread (or, if there is more than one lowest spread,
one only of those lowest spreads) to the Bank Rate;

(y)

notwithstanding paragraph (x) above, in the event the Bank of England
publishes guidance as to: (i) how the SONIA reference rate is to be
determined; or (ii) any rate that is to replace the SONIA reference rate, the
Calculation Agent (or such other party responsible for the calculation of the
Rate of Interest, as specified hereon) shall, to the extent that it is reasonably
practicable, follow such guidance in order to determine SONIA for so long
as the SONIA reference rate is not available on the Relevant Screen Page
and has not otherwise been published by the authorised distributors; and

(z)

in the event that SONIA cannot be determined in accordance with the
foregoing provisions, the Rate of Interest shall be (i) that determined as at
the last preceding Interest Determination Date; or (ii) if there is no such
preceding Interest Determination Date, the initial Rate of Interest which
would have been applicable to such Notes for the first Interest Accrual
Period had the Notes been in issue for a period equal in duration to the
scheduled first Interest Accrual Period but ending on (and excluding) the
Interest Commencement Date; and

“SONIAi-pLBD” means, in respect of any London Business Day falling in the
relevant Interest Accrual Period, the SONIA reference rate for the London
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Business Day falling “p” London Business Days prior to the relevant London
Business Day “i”.
(c)

Benchmark Discontinuation
(i)
Independent Adviser
If the Issuer determines that a Benchmark Event occurs in relation to an Original
Reference Rate when any Rate of Interest (or any component part thereof)
remains to be determined by reference to such Original Reference Rate, the
Issuer shall use its reasonable endeavours to appoint an Independent Adviser,
as soon as reasonably practicable, to determine a Successor Rate or, failing
which, an Alternative Rate (in accordance with Condition 5(c)(ii)), and, in either
case, an Adjustment Spread and any Benchmark Amendments (in accordance
with Condition 5(c)(iv)). In making such determination, the Independent Adviser
appointed pursuant to this Condition 5(c) shall act in good faith and in a
commercially reasonable manner as an expert. In the absence of bad faith or
fraud, the Independent Adviser shall have no liability whatsoever to the Issuer, the
Trustee, the Paying Agents, the Noteholders or the Couponholders for any
determination made by it, pursuant to this Condition 5(c).
If (x) the Issuer is unable to appoint an Independent Adviser; or (y) the
Independent Adviser appointed by it fails to determine a Successor Rate or,
failing which, an Alternative Rate in accordance with this Condition 5(c)(i) prior to
the relevant Interest Determination Date, the Rate of Interest applicable to the
next succeeding Interest Accrual Period shall be equal to the Rate of Interest last
determined in relation to the Notes in respect of the immediately preceding
Interest Accrual Period. If there has not been a first Interest Payment Date, the
Rate of Interest shall be the initial Rate of Interest. Where a different Margin or
Maximum or Minimum Rate of Interest is to be applied to the relevant Interest
Accrual Period from that which applied to the last preceding Interest Accrual
Period, the Margin or Maximum or Minimum Rate of Interest relating to the
relevant Interest Accrual Period shall be substituted in place of the Margin or
Maximum or Minimum Rate of Interest relating to that last preceding Interest
Accrual Period. For the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph shall apply to the
relevant next succeeding Interest Accrual Period only and any subsequent
Interest Accrual Periods are subject to the subsequent operation of, and to
adjustment as provided in, the first paragraph of this Condition 5(c)(i).
(ii)

Successor Rate or Alternative Rate
If the Independent Adviser determines that:
(A)

there is a Successor Rate, then such Successor Rate and the applicable
Adjustment Spread shall subsequently be used in place of the Original
Reference Rate to determine the Rate of Interest (or the relevant
component part thereof) for all future payments of interest on the Notes
(subject to the operation of this Condition 5(c)); or

(B)

there is no Successor Rate but that there is an Alternative Rate, then such
Alternative Rate and the applicable Adjustment Spread shall subsequently
be used in place of the Original Reference Rate to determine the Rate of
Interest (or the relevant component part thereof) for all future payments of
interest on the Notes (subject to the operation of this Condition 5(c)).

(iii)

Adjustment Spread
The Adjustment Spread (or the formula or methodology for determining the
Adjustment Spread) shall be applied to the Successor Rate or the Alternative
Rate (as the case may be). If the Independent Adviser is unable to determine the
quantum of, or a formula or methodology for determining, such Adjustment
Spread, then the Successor Rate or Alternative Rate (as the case may be) will
apply without an Adjustment Spread.

(iv)

Benchmark Amendments
If any Successor Rate or Alternative Rate and, in either case, the applicable
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Adjustment Spread is determined in accordance with this Condition 5(c) and the
Independent Adviser determines (A) that amendments to these Conditions, the
Trust Deed and/or the Agency Agreement are necessary to ensure the proper
operation of such Successor Rate or Alternative Rate and/or (in either case) the
applicable Adjustment Spread (such amendments, the “Benchmark
Amendments”) and (B) the terms of the Benchmark Amendments, then the
Issuer shall, subject to giving notice thereof in accordance with Condition 5(c)(v),
without any requirement for the consent or approval of Noteholders or
Couponholders, vary these Conditions, the Trust Deed and/or the Agency
Agreement to give effect to such Benchmark Amendments with effect from the
date specified in such notice.
At the request of the Issuer, but subject to receipt by the Trustee of a certificate
signed by two directors of the Issuer pursuant to Condition 5(c)(v), the Trustee
shall (at the expense of the Issuer), without any requirement for the consent or
approval of the Noteholders or Couponholders, be obliged to concur with the
Issuer in effecting any Benchmark Amendments (including, inter alia, by the
execution of a deed supplemental to or amending the Trust Deed or the Agency
Agreement) and the Trustee shall not be liable to any party for any consequences
thereof, notwithstanding any provision of this Condition 5(c) to the contrary, the
Trustee shall not be obliged so to concur if in the opinion of the Trustee doing so
would impose more onerous obligations upon it or expose it to any additional
duties, responsibilities or liabilities or reduce or amend the protective provisions
afforded to the Trustee in these Conditions or the Trust Deed or Agency
Agreement (including, for the avoidance of doubt, any supplemental trust deed
or supplemental agency agreement) in any way.
In connection with any such variation in accordance with this Condition 5(c)(iv),
the Issuer shall comply with the rules of any stock exchange on which the Notes
are for the time being listed or admitted to trading.
(v)

Notices, etc.
Any Successor Rate, Alternative Rate or Adjustment Spread and the specific
terms of any Benchmark Amendments determined under this Condition 5(c) will
be notified promptly by the Issuer to the Trustee, the Calculation Agent, the
Paying Agents and, in accordance with Condition 16, the Noteholders. Such
notice shall be irrevocable and shall specify the effective date of the Benchmark
Amendments, if any.
No later than notifying the Trustee of the same, the Issuer shall deliver to the
Trustee a certificate signed by two directors of the Issuer:
(a)

confirming (i) that a Benchmark Event has occurred, (ii) the Successor Rate
or, as the case may be, the Alternative Rate, (iii) the applicable Adjustment
Spread and (iv) the specific terms of the Benchmark Amendments (if any),
in each case as determined in accordance with the provisions of this
Condition 5(c); and

(b)

certifying that the Benchmark Amendments (if any) are necessary to
ensure the proper operation of such Successor Rate or Alternative Rate
and (in either case) the applicable Adjustment Spread.

The Trustee shall be entitled to rely on such certificate (without liability to any
person) as sufficient evidence thereof. The Successor Rate or Alternative Rate
and the Adjustment Spread and the Benchmark Amendments (if any) specified
in such certificate will (in the absence of manifest error or bad faith in the
determination of the Successor Rate or Alternative Rate and the Adjustment
Spread and the Benchmark Amendments (if any) and without prejudice to the
Trustee’s ability to rely on such certificate as aforesaid) be binding on the Issuer,
the Trustee, the Calculation Agent, the Paying Agents and the Noteholders.
(vi)

Survival of Original Reference Rate
Without prejudice to the obligations of the Issuer under Condition 5(c)(i), (ii), (iii)
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and (iv), the Original Reference Rate and the fallback provisions provided for in
Condition 5(b)(iii) will continue to apply unless and until the Issuer determines a
Benchmark Event has occurred.
(vii)

Definitions:
As used in this Condition 5(c):
“Adjustment Spread” means either (a) a spread (which may be positive,
negative or zero) or (b) a formula or methodology for calculating a spread, in
each case to be applied to the Successor Rate or the Alternative Rate (as the
case may be) and is the spread, formula or methodology which:
(A)

in the case of a Successor Rate, is formally recommended in relation to the
replacement of the Original Reference Rate with the Successor Rate by
any Relevant Nominating Body; or (if no such recommendation has been
made, or in the case of an Alternative Rate);

(B)

the Independent Adviser determines is customarily applied to the relevant
Successor Rate or Alternative Rate (as the case may be) in international
debt capital markets transactions to produce an industry-accepted
replacement rate for the Original Reference Rate; or (if the Independent
Adviser determines that no such spread is customarily applied)

(C)

the Independent Adviser determines is recognised or acknowledged as
being the industry standard for over-the-counter derivative transactions
which reference the Original Reference Rate, where such rate has been
replaced by the Successor Rate or the Alternative Rate (as the case may
be).

“Alternative Rate” means an alternative benchmark or screen rate which the
Independent Adviser determines in accordance with Condition 5(c)(ii) is
customarily applied in international debt capital markets transactions for the
purposes of determining rates of interest (or the relevant component part thereof)
in the same Specified Currency as the Notes.
“Benchmark Amendments” has the meaning given to it in Condition 5(c)(iv).
“Benchmark Event” means:
(1)

the Original Reference Rate ceasing to be published for a period of at least
5 Business Days or ceasing to exist; or

(2)

a public statement by the administrator of the Original Reference Rate that
it has ceased or that it will cease publishing the Original Reference Rate
permanently or indefinitely (in circumstances where no successor
administrator has been appointed that will continue publication of the
Original Reference Rate); or

(3)

a public statement by the supervisor of the administrator of the Original
Reference Rate that the Original Reference Rate has been or will be
permanently or indefinitely discontinued; or

(4)

a public statement by the supervisor of the administrator of the Original
Reference Rate as a consequence of which the Original Reference Rate
will be prohibited from being used either generally or in respect of the
Notes; or

(5)

it has become unlawful for any Paying Agent, the Calculation Agent, the
Issuer or the Trustee to calculate any payments due to be made to any
Noteholder using the Original Reference Rate,

provided that, in the case of sub-paragraphs (2), (3) and (4), the Benchmark
Event shall occur on the date of the cessation of publication of the Original
Reference Rate, the discontinuation of the Original Reference Rate or the
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prohibition of use of the Original Reference Rate, as the case may be, and not
the date of the relevant public statement.
The occurrence of a Benchmark Event shall be determined by the Issuer and
promptly notified to the Trustee, the Calculation Agent and the Paying Agents. For
the avoidance of doubt, neither the Trustee, the Calculation Agent nor the Paying
Agents shall have any responsibility for making such determination.
“Independent Adviser” means an independent financial institution of
international repute or an independent financial adviser with appropriate expertise
appointed by the Issuer under Condition 5(c)(i).
“Original Reference Rate” means the originally-specified benchmark or screen
rate (as applicable) used to determine the Rate of Interest (or any component
part thereof) on the Notes.
“Relevant Nominating Body” means, in respect of a benchmark or screen rate
(as applicable):
(i)

the central bank for the currency to which the benchmark or screen rate (as
applicable) relates, or any central bank or other supervisory authority which
is responsible for supervising the administrator of the benchmark or screen
rate (as applicable); or

(ii)

any working group or committee sponsored by, chaired or co-chaired by or
constituted at the request of (a) the central bank for the currency to which
the benchmark or screen rate (as applicable) relates, (b) any central bank
or other supervisory authority which is responsible for supervising the
administrator of the benchmark or screen rate (as applicable), (c) a group
of the aforementioned central banks or other supervisory authorities or (d)
the Financial Stability Board or any part thereof.

“Successor Rate” means a successor to or replacement of the Original
Reference Rate which is formally recommended by any Relevant Nominating
Body.
(d)

Zero Coupon Notes: Where a Note the Interest Basis of which is specified to be Zero
Coupon is repayable prior to the Maturity Date and is not paid when due, the amount
due and payable prior to the Maturity Date shall be the Early Redemption Amount of
such Note. As from the Maturity Date, the Rate of Interest for any overdue principal of
such a Note shall be a rate per annum (expressed as a percentage) equal to the
Amortisation Yield (as described in Condition 6(b)(i)).

(e)

Accrual of Interest: Interest shall cease to accrue on each Note on the due date for
redemption unless, upon due presentation, payment is improperly withheld or refused,
in which event interest shall continue to accrue (both before and after judgment) at the
Rate of Interest in the manner provided in this Condition 5 to the Relevant Date (as
defined in Condition 8).

(f)

Margin, Maximum/Minimum Rates of Interest and Redemption Amounts and
Rounding:
(i)

If any Margin is specified hereon (either (x) generally, or (y) in relation to one or
more Interest Accrual Periods), an adjustment shall be made to all Rates of
Interest in the case of (x), or the Rates of Interest for the specified Interest Accrual
Periods in the case of (y), calculated in accordance with Condition 5(b) above by
adding (if a positive number) or subtracting the absolute value (if a negative
number) of such Margin, subject always to the next paragraph.

(ii)

If any Maximum or Minimum Rate of Interest or Redemption Amount is specified
hereon, then any Rate of Interest or Redemption Amount shall be subject to such
maximum or minimum, as the case may be.

(iii)

For the purposes of any calculations required pursuant to these Conditions
(unless otherwise specified), (x) all percentages resulting from such calculations
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shall be rounded, if necessary, to the nearest one hundred-thousandth of a
percentage point (with 0.0000005 of a percentage point being rounded up), (y) all
figures shall be rounded to seven significant figures (provided that, if the eighth
significant figure is a 5 or greater, the seventh significant figure shall be rounded
up) and (z) all currency amounts that fall due and payable shall be rounded to the
nearest unit of such currency (with half a unit being rounded up), save in the case
of yen, which shall be rounded down to the nearest yen. For these purposes
“unit” means the lowest amount of such currency that is available as legal tender
in the country of such currency.
(g)

Calculations: The amount of interest payable per Calculation Amount in respect of
any Note for any Interest Accrual Period shall be equal to the product of the Rate of
Interest, the Calculation Amount specified hereon, and the Day Count Fraction for such
Interest Accrual Period, unless an Interest Amount (or a formula for its calculation) is
applicable to such Interest Accrual Period, in which case the amount of interest payable
per Calculation Amount in respect of such Note for such Interest Accrual Period shall
equal such Interest Amount (or be calculated in accordance with such formula). Where
any Interest Period comprises two or more Interest Accrual Periods, the amount of
interest payable per Calculation Amount in respect of such Interest Period shall be the
sum of the Interest Amounts payable in respect of each of those Interest Accrual
Periods. In respect of any other period for which interest is required to be calculated,
the provisions above shall apply save that the Day Count Fraction shall be for the period
for which interest is required to be calculated.

(h)

Determination and Publication of Rates of Interest, Interest Amounts, Final
Redemption Amounts, Early Redemption Amounts and Optional Redemption
Amounts: The Calculation Agent shall, as soon as practicable on each Interest
Determination Date, or such other time on such date as the Calculation Agent may be
required to calculate any rate or amount, obtain any quotation or make any
determination or calculation, determine such rate and calculate the Interest Amounts for
the relevant Interest Accrual Period, calculate the Final Redemption Amount, Early
Redemption Amount or Optional Redemption Amount, obtain such quotation or make
such determination or calculation, as the case may be, and cause the Rate of Interest
and the Interest Amounts for each Interest Accrual Period and the relevant Interest
Payment Date and, if required to be calculated, the Final Redemption Amount, Early
Redemption Amount or Optional Redemption Amount to be notified to the Trustee, the
Issuer, each of the Paying Agents, the Noteholders, any other Calculation Agent
appointed in respect of the Notes that is to make a further calculation upon receipt of
such information and, if the Notes are listed on a stock exchange and the rules of such
exchange or other relevant authority so require, such exchange or other relevant
authority as soon as possible after their determination but in no event later than (i) the
commencement of the relevant Interest Period, if determined prior to such time, in the
case of notification to such exchange of a Rate of Interest and Interest Amount, or (ii)
in all other cases, the fourth Business Day after such determination. Where any Interest
Payment Date or Interest Period Date is subject to adjustment pursuant to Condition
5(b)(ii), the Interest Amounts and the Interest Payment Date so published may
subsequently be amended (or appropriate alternative arrangements made with the
consent of the Trustee by way of adjustment) without notice in the event of an extension
or shortening of the Interest Period. If the Notes become due and payable under
Condition 10, the accrued interest and the Rate of Interest payable in respect of the
Notes shall nevertheless continue to be calculated as previously in accordance with
this Condition but no publication of the Rate of Interest or the Interest Amount so
calculated need be made unless the Trustee otherwise requires. The determination of
any rate or amount, the obtaining of each quotation and the making of each
determination or calculation by the Calculation Agent(s) shall (in the absence of
manifest error) be final and binding upon all parties.

(i)

Determination or Calculation by Trustee: If the Calculation Agent does not at any
time for any reason determine or calculate the Rate of Interest for an Interest Accrual
Period or any Interest Amount, Final Redemption Amount, Early Redemption Amount
or Optional Redemption Amount, the Trustee may (but shall not be obligated to) do so
(or appoint an agent on its behalf to do so) and such determination or calculation shall
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be deemed to have been made by the Calculation Agent. In doing so, the Trustee shall
apply the foregoing provisions of this Condition, with any necessary consequential
amendments, to the extent that, in its opinion, it can do so, and, in all other respects it
shall do so in such manner as it shall deem fair and reasonable in all the circumstances.
The Trustee shall not be liable for any delay in so doing or any loss arising as a result
thereof.
(j)

Definitions: In these Conditions, unless the context otherwise requires, the following
defined terms shall have the meanings set out below:
“Business Day” means:
(i)

in the case of a currency other than euro, a day (other than a Saturday or Sunday)
on which commercial banks and foreign exchange markets settle payments in
the principal financial centre for such currency; and/or

(ii)

in the case of euro, a day on which the TARGET System is operating (a
“TARGET Business Day”); and/or

(iii)

in the case of a currency and/or one or more Business Centres a day (other than
a Saturday or a Sunday) on which commercial banks and foreign exchange
markets settle payments in such currency in the Business Centre(s) or, if no
currency is indicated, generally in each of the Business Centres.

“Day Count Fraction” means, in respect of the calculation of an amount of interest on
any Note for any period of time (from and including the first day of such period to but
excluding the last) (whether or not constituting an Interest Period or an Interest Accrual
Period, the “Calculation Period”):
(i)

if “Actual/Actual” or “Actual/Actual – ISDA” is specified hereon, the actual
number of days in the Calculation Period divided by 365 (or, if any portion of that
Calculation Period falls in a leap year, the sum of (A) the actual number of days
in that portion of the Calculation Period falling in a leap year divided by 366 and
(B) the actual number of days in that portion of the Calculation Period falling in a
non-leap year divided by 365);

(ii)

if “Actual/365 (Fixed)” is specified hereon, the actual number of days in the
Calculation Period divided by 365;

(iii)

if “Actual/365 (Sterling)” is specified hereon, the actual number of days in the
Calculation Period divided by 365 or, in the case of an Interest Payment Date
falling in a leap year, 366;

(iv)

if “Actual/360” is specified hereon, the actual number of days in the Calculation
Period divided by 360;

(v)

if “30/360”, “360/360” or “Bond Basis” is specified hereon, the number of days
in the Calculation Period divided by 360, calculated on a formula basis as follows:
Day Count Fraction =

[360 x (Y2 –Y1)] + [30 x (M2 – M1)] + (D2 – D1)
360

where:
“Y1” is the year, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the Calculation
Period falls;
“Y2” is the year, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately following
the last day included in the Calculation Period falls;
“M1” is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the
Calculation Period falls;
“M2” is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately
following the last day included in the Calculation Period falls;
“D1” is the first calendar day, expressed as a number, of the Calculation Period,
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unless such number would be 31, in which case D1 will be 30; and
“D2” is the calendar day, expressed as a number, immediately following the last
day included in the Calculation Period, unless such number would be 31 and D1
is greater than 29, in which case D2 will be 30;
(vi)

if “30E/360” or “Eurobond Basis” is specified hereon, the number of days in the
Calculation Period divided by 360, calculated on a formula basis as follows:
Day Count Fraction =

[360 x (Y2 –Y1)] + [30 x (M2 – M1)] + (D2 – D1)
360

where:
“Y1” is the year, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the Calculation
Period falls;
“Y2” is the year, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately following
the last day included in the Calculation Period falls;
“M1” is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the
Calculation Period falls;
“M2” is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately
following the last day included in the Calculation Period falls;
“D1” is the first calendar day, expressed as a number, of the Calculation Period,
unless such number would be 31, in which case D1 will be 30; and
“D2” is the calendar day, expressed as a number, immediately following the last
day included in the Calculation Period, unless such number would be 31, in which
case D2 will be 30;
(vii)

if “30E/360 (ISDA)” is specified hereon, the number of days in the Calculation
Period divided by 360, calculated on a formula basis as follows:
Day Count Fraction =

[360 x (Y2 –Y1)] + [30 x (M2 – M1)] + (D2 – D1)
360

where:
“Y1” is the year, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the Calculation
Period falls;
“Y2” is the year, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately following
the last day included in the Calculation Period falls;
“M1” is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the
Calculation Period falls;
“M2” is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately
following the last day included in the Calculation Period falls;
“D1” is the first calendar day, expressed as a number, of the Calculation Period,
unless (i) that day is the last day of February or (ii) such number would be 31, in
which case D1 will be 30; and
“D2” is the calendar day, expressed as a number, immediately following the last
day included in the Calculation Period, unless (i) that day is the last day of
February but not the Maturity Date or (ii) such number would be 31, in which case
D2 will be 30;
(viii) if “Actual/Actual-ICMA” is specified hereon,
(a)

if the Calculation Period is equal to or shorter than the Determination Period
during which it falls, the number of days in the Calculation Period divided by
the product of (x) the number of days in such Determination Period and (y)
the number of Determination Periods normally ending in any year; and
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(b)

if the Calculation Period is longer than one Determination Period, the sum
of:
(x)

the number of days in such Calculation Period falling in the
Determination Period in which it begins divided by the product of (1)
the number of days in such Determination Period and (2) the number
of Determination Periods normally ending in any year; and

(y)

the number of days in such Calculation Period falling in the next
Determination Period divided by the product of (1) the number of
days in such Determination Period and (2) the number of
Determination Periods normally ending in any year

where:
“Determination Period” means the period from and including a Determination
Date in any year to but excluding the next Determination Date; and
“Determination Date” means the date(s) specified as such hereon or, if none is
so specified, the Interest Payment Date(s).
“Euro-zone” means the region comprised of Member States of the European
Union that adopt the single currency in accordance with the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Community, as amended.
“Interest Accrual Period” means the period beginning on (and including) the
Interest Commencement Date and ending on (but excluding) the first Interest
Period Date and each successive period beginning on (and including) an Interest
Period Date and ending on (but excluding) the next succeeding Interest Period
Date.
“Interest Amount” means:
(i)

in respect of an Interest Accrual Period, the amount of interest payable per
Calculation Amount for that Interest Accrual Period and which, in the case
of Fixed Rate Notes, and unless otherwise specified hereon, shall mean the
Fixed Coupon Amount or Broken Amount specified hereon as being payable
on the Interest Payment Date ending the Interest Period of which such
Interest Accrual Period forms part; and

(ii)

in respect of any other period, the amount of interest payable per Calculation
Amount for that period.

“Interest Commencement Date” means the Issue Date or such other date as
may be specified hereon.
“Interest Determination Date” means, with respect to a Rate of Interest and
Interest Accrual Period, the date specified as such hereon or, if none is so
specified, (i) if the Specified Currency is Sterling, either (a) if Screen Rate
Determination – Applicable (Overnight Rate) is specified hereon, the number of
London Banking Days specified as the Observation Look-back hereon (or, if no
such number is specified, five London Banking Days) prior to the end of such
Interest Accrual Period, or (b) otherwise, the first day of such Interest Accrual
Period, or (ii) if the Specified Currency is neither Sterling nor euro, the day falling
two Business Days in London for the Specified Currency prior to the first day of
such Interest Accrual Period, or (iii) if the Specified Currency is euro, the day
falling two TARGET Business Days prior to the first day of such Interest Accrual
Period.
“Interest Period” means the period beginning on and including the Interest
Commencement Date and ending on but excluding the first Interest Payment
Date and each successive period beginning on and including an Interest Payment
Date and ending on but excluding the next succeeding Interest Payment Date.
“Interest Period Date” means each Interest Payment Date unless otherwise
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specified hereon.
“ISDA Definitions” means the 2006 ISDA Definitions, as published by the
International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc.
“Rate of Interest” means the rate of interest payable from time to time in respect
of the Notes and that is either specified or calculated in accordance with the
provisions hereon.
“Reference Banks” means, in the case of a determination of EURIBOR, the
principal Euro-zone office of four major banks in the Euro-zone inter-bank market
and, in the case of a determination of any other Reference Rate, the principal
Relevant Financial Centre’s office of four major banks in the Relevant Financial
Centre’s inter-bank market, in each case selected by the Issuer on the advice of
an investment bank of international repute or as specified hereon.
“Reference Rate” means either EURIBOR, PIBOR, WIBOR, PRIBOR, ROBOR,
BUBOR, SONIA, TIIE or STIBOR, as specified hereon.
“Relevant Financial Centre” has the meaning specified hereon.
“Relevant Screen Page” means such page, section, caption, column or other
part of a particular information service as may be specified hereon.
“Relevant Time” has the meaning specified hereon.
“Specified Currency” means the currency specified as such hereon or, if none
is specified, the currency in which the Notes are denominated.
“TARGET System” means the Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross
Settlement Express Transfer (known as TARGET2) System which was launched
on 19 November 2007 or any successor thereto.
(k)

6.

Calculation Agent: The Issuer shall procure that there shall at all times be one or more
Calculation Agents if provision is made for them hereon and for so long as any Note is
outstanding (as defined in the Trust Deed). Where more than one Calculation Agent is
appointed in respect of the Notes, references in these Conditions to the Calculation
Agent shall be construed as each Calculation Agent performing its respective duties
under the Conditions. If the Calculation Agent is unable or unwilling to act as such or if
the Calculation Agent fails duly to establish the Rate of Interest for an Interest Accrual
Period or to calculate any Interest Amount, Final Redemption Amount, Early
Redemption Amount or Optional Redemption Amount, as the case may be, or to comply
with any other requirement, the Issuer shall (with the prior approval of the Trustee)
appoint a leading bank or financial institution engaged in the interbank market (or, if
appropriate, money, swap or over-the-counter index options market) that is most closely
connected with the calculation or determination to be made by the Calculation Agent
(acting through its principal London office or any other office actively involved in such
market) to act as such in its place. The Calculation Agent may not resign its duties
without a successor having been appointed as aforesaid.

Redemption, Purchase and Options
(a)

Final Redemption:
Unless previously redeemed or purchased and cancelled as provided below, each Note
shall be finally redeemed on the Maturity Date specified hereon at its Final Redemption
Amount (which, unless otherwise provided hereon, is its nominal amount).

(b)

Early Redemption:
(i)
Zero Coupon Notes:
(a)

The Early Redemption Amount payable in respect of any Zero Coupon Note
upon redemption of such Note pursuant to Condition 6(c) or upon it
becoming due and payable as provided in Condition 10 shall be the
Amortised Face Amount (calculated as provided below) of such Note.
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(b)

Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (C) below, the Amortised Face
Amount of any such Note shall be the scheduled Final Redemption Amount
of such Note on the Maturity Date discounted at a rate per annum
(expressed as a percentage) equal to the Amortisation Yield (which, if none
is shown hereon, shall be such rate as would produce an Amortised Face
Amount equal to the issue price of the Notes if they were discounted back
to their issue price on the Issue Date) compounded annually.

(c)

If the Early Redemption Amount payable in respect of any such Note upon
its redemption pursuant to Condition 6(c) or upon it becoming due and
payable as provided in Condition 10 is not paid when due, the Early
Redemption Amount due and payable in respect of such Note shall be the
Amortised Face Amount of such Note as defined in sub-paragraph (B)
above, except that such sub-paragraph shall have effect as though the date
on which the Note becomes due and payable were the Relevant Date. The
calculation of the Amortised Face Amount in accordance with this subparagraph shall continue to be made (both before and after judgment) until
the Relevant Date, unless the Relevant Date falls on or after the Maturity
Date, in which case the amount due and payable shall be the scheduled
Final Redemption Amount of such Note on the Maturity Date together with
any interest that may accrue in accordance with Condition 5(c).

Where such calculation is to be made for a period of less than one year, it shall
be made on the basis of the Day Count Fraction shown hereon.
(ii)

Other Notes: The Early Redemption Amount payable in respect of any Note (other
than Notes described in (i) above), upon redemption of such Note pursuant to
Condition 6(c) or upon it becoming due and payable as provided in Condition 10,
shall be the Final Redemption Amount unless otherwise specified hereon.

(c)

Redemption for Taxation Reasons: The Notes may be redeemed at the option of the
Issuer in whole, but not in part, on any Interest Payment Date (if the Notes are Floating
Rate Notes) or at any time (if the Notes are not Floating Rate Notes), on giving not less
than 30 or more than 60 days’ notice to the Noteholders (which notice shall be
irrevocable) at their Early Redemption Amount (as described in Condition 6(b) above)
(together with interest accrued to the date fixed for redemption), if (i) the Issuer satisfies
the Trustee immediately before the giving of such notice that it (or, if the Guarantee
was called, a Guarantor) has or will become obliged to pay additional amounts as
described under Condition 8 as a result of any change in, or amendment to, the laws
or regulations of the United Kingdom or any political subdivision or authority thereof or
therein having power to tax, including any treaty to which the United Kingdom is a party,
or any change in the application or interpretation of such laws or regulations, including
a decision of any court or tribunal and any generally published pronouncements by any
tax authority, which change, amendment or pronouncement becomes effective on or
after the date on which agreement is reached to issue the first Tranche of the Notes,
and (ii) such obligation cannot be avoided by the Issuer (or the relevant Guarantor(s),
as the case may be) taking reasonable measures available to it, provided that no such
notice of redemption shall be given earlier than 90 days prior to the earliest date on
which the Issuer (or the relevant Guarantor(s), as the case may be) would be obliged
to pay such additional amounts were a payment in respect of the Notes (or the
Guarantee, as the case may be) then due. Prior to the publication of any notice of
redemption pursuant to this Condition 6(c), the Issuer shall deliver to the Trustee a
certificate signed by two directors of the Issuer stating that the obligation referred to in
(i) above cannot be avoided by the Issuer (or the relevant Guarantor(s), as the case may
be) taking reasonable measures available to it and the Trustee shall be entitled to
accept such certificate as sufficient evidence of the satisfaction of the conditions
precedent set out in (i) and (ii) above, in which event it shall be conclusive and binding
on Noteholders and Couponholders.

(d)

Redemption at the Option of the Issuer: If Call Option is specified hereon, the Issuer
may, on giving not less than 15 nor more than 30 days’ irrevocable notice to the
Noteholders (or such other notice period as may be specified hereon), redeem all or, if
so provided, some of the Notes on any Optional Redemption Date. Any such
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redemption of Notes shall be at their Optional Redemption Amount together with interest
accrued to the date fixed for redemption. Any such redemption or exercise must relate
to Notes of a nominal amount at least equal to the Minimum Redemption Amount to be
redeemed specified hereon and no greater than the Maximum Redemption Amount to
be redeemed specified hereon.
If Make-Whole Redemption is specified hereon, the Issuer may, on giving not less than
15 nor more than 30 days’ irrevocable (other than in the circumstances set out in the
next sentence) notice to the Noteholders (or such other notice period as may be
specified hereon), redeem all or, if so provided, some of the Notes at any time or from
time to time (i) where no particular period during which Make-Whole Redemption is
applicable is specified, at any time prior to their Maturity Date, or (ii) where Make-Whole
Redemption is specified as only being applicable for a certain period, during such
period, in each case on the date for redemption specified in such notice (the “MakeWhole Redemption Date”) at the Make-Whole Redemption Amount. Any such notice
of redemption may, at the Issuer’s discretion, be subject to one or more conditions
precedent, in which case such notice shall state that, in the Issuer’s discretion, the
Make-Whole Redemption Date may be delayed by the Issuer until such time following
which any or all such conditions shall be satisfied (or waived by the Issuer in its sole
discretion), or such redemption may not occur and such notice may be rescinded in the
event that any or all such conditions shall not have been satisfied (or waived by the
Issuer in its sole discretion) by the Make-Whole Redemption Date, or by the MakeWhole Redemption Date as so delayed. The Make-Whole Redemption Amount shall be
calculated by the Calculation Agent (or such other person as may be agreed between
the Issuer and the Calculation Agent from time to time, in which case reference to
Calculation Agent in this Condition shall be read as references to such person) and
shall be the greater of: (x) 100% of the principal amount of the Notes as at the MakeWhole Redemption Date to be so redeemed and (y) the sum of the then present values
of the remaining scheduled payments of principal and interest on such Notes to their
Maturity Date (or, if Call Option is specified hereon, the next Optional Redemption Date
on which the Issuer may redeem such Notes at their nominal amount) (not including any
interest accrued on the Notes to, but excluding, the relevant Make-Whole Redemption
Date) each such remaining scheduled payment of principal and interest being
discounted to the relevant Make-Whole Redemption Date on an annual basis at the
Reference Bond Rate plus the Make-Whole Redemption Margin, if any, specified
hereon, plus, in each case, any interest accrued on such Notes to, but excluding, the
Make-Whole Redemption Date.
All Notes in respect of which any such notice is given (and not rescinded in accordance
with this Condition) shall be redeemed on the later of: (i) the date specified in such
notice in accordance with this Condition or (ii) the Make-Whole Redemption Date so
delayed in accordance with this Condition.
In the case of a partial redemption the notice to Noteholders shall also contain the
certificate numbers of the Bearer Notes, or in the case of Registered Notes shall specify
the nominal amount of Registered Notes drawn and the holder(s) of such Registered
Notes, to be redeemed, which shall have been drawn in such place as the Trustee may
approve and in such manner as it deems appropriate, subject to compliance with any
applicable laws and stock exchange or other relevant authority requirements.
In this Condition:
“CA Selected Bond” means a government security or securities selected by the
Calculation Agent as having an actual maturity comparable with the remaining term of
the relevant Notes, that would be utilised, at the time of selection and in accordance with
customary financial practice, in pricing new issues of corporate debt securities
denominated in the Specified Currency and of a comparable maturity to the remaining
term of the relevant Notes;
“Determination Date” means the date which is the fifth Business Day prior to the
relevant Make-Whole Redemption Date.
“Make-Whole Redemption Margin” shall be as specified hereon.
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“Quotation Time” shall be as specified hereon.
“Reference Bond” shall be as specified hereon or, in case of redemption in full of such
bond prior to the Make-Whole Redemption Date, the CA Selected Bond.
“Reference Bond Price” means, with respect to any Make-Whole Redemption Date,
(a) the arithmetic average of the Reference Government Bond Dealer Quotations for the
Determination Date, after excluding the highest and lowest such Reference
Government Bond Dealer Quotations, or (b) if the Calculation Agent obtains fewer than
four such Reference Government Bond Dealer Quotations, the arithmetic average of all
such quotations.
“Reference Bond Rate” means with respect to any Determination Date, the rate per
annum equal to the annual or semi-annual yield (as the case may be) to maturity or
interpolated yield to maturity (on the relevant day count basis) of the Reference Bond,
assuming a price for the Reference Bond (expressed as a percentage of its nominal
amount) equal to the Reference Bond Price for such Determination Date.
“Reference Government Bond Dealer” means each of five banks selected by the
Issuer, or their affiliates, which are (A) primary government securities dealers, and their
respective successors, or (B) market makers in pricing corporate bond issues.
“Reference Government Bond Dealer Quotations” means, with respect to each
Reference Government Bond Dealer and any Determination Date, the arithmetic
average, as determined by the Calculation Agent, of the bid and offered prices for the
Reference Bond (expressed in each case as a percentage of its nominal amount) at the
Quotation Time on the Determination Date quoted in writing to the Calculation Agent by
such Reference Government Bond Dealer.
(e)

Redemption at the Option of Noteholders: If Put Option is specified hereon, the
Issuer shall, at the option of the holder of any Note, upon the holder of such Note giving
not less than 15 nor more than 30 days’ notice to the Issuer (or such other notice period
as may be specified hereon), redeem such Note on the Optional Redemption Date(s)
at its Optional Redemption Amount together with interest accrued to the date fixed for
redemption.
To exercise such option the holder must deposit (in the case of Bearer Notes) such
Note (together with all unmatured Coupons and unexchanged Talons) with any Paying
Agent or (in the case of Registered Notes) the Certificate representing such Note(s)
with the Registrar or any Transfer Agent at its specified office, together with a duly
completed option exercise notice (“Exercise Notice”) in the form obtainable from any
Paying Agent, the Registrar or any Transfer Agent (as applicable) within the notice
period. No Note or Certificate so deposited and option exercised may be withdrawn
(except as provided in the Agency Agreement) without the prior consent of the Issuer.

(f)

Redemption Following Change of Control: If Change of Control Put is specified
hereon and a Change of Control Put Event occurs, the holder of any such Note will
have the option (a “Change of Control Put Option”) (unless prior to the giving of the
relevant Change of Control Put Event Notice (as defined below) the Issuer has given
notice of redemption under Condition 6(c) or 6(d) above) to require the Issuer to redeem
or, at the Issuer’s option, purchase (or procure the purchase of) that Note on the
Change of Control Put Date (as defined below) at 101% of its nominal amount together
with interest accrued to (but excluding) the Change of Control Put Date.
A “Change of Control Put Event” will be deemed to occur if:
(i)

any person or any persons acting in concert (as defined in the City Code on
Takeovers and Mergers), other than a holding company (as defined in Section
1159 of the Companies Act 2006 as amended) whose shareholders are or are to
be substantially similar to the pre-existing shareholders of the Issuer, shall
become interested (within the meaning of Part 22 of the Companies Act 2006 as
amended) in (A) more than 50% of the issued or allotted ordinary share capital
of the Issuer or (B) shares in the capital of the Issuer carrying more than 50% of
the voting rights normally exercisable at a general meeting of the Issuer (each
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such event being a “Change of Control”);
(ii)

(iii)

on the date (the “Relevant Announcement Date”) that is the earlier of (1) the
date of the first public announcement of the relevant Change of Control and (2)
the date of the earliest Relevant Potential Change of Control Announcement (if
any), the Notes carry:
A.

a credit rating from any Rating Agency provided by such Rating Agency at
the invitation of the Issuer and any such rating is, within the Change of
Control Period, either downgraded by one or more rating categories (from
BB+ to BB or such similar lowering) or withdrawn and is not, within the
Change of Control Period, subsequently (in the case of a downgrade)
upgraded or (in the case of a withdrawal) restored to its earlier credit rating
or better by such Rating Agency (in each case, regardless of whether any
other Rating Agency maintains and does not downgrade any other credit
rating assigned to the Notes); or

B.

no credit rating and a Negative Rating Event also occurs within the Change
of Control Period; and

in making any decision to downgrade or withdraw a credit rating pursuant to
paragraph (A) above, the relevant Rating Agency announces publicly or confirms
in writing to the Issuer that such decision(s) resulted, in whole or in part, from the
occurrence of the Change of Control or the Relevant Potential Change of Control
Announcement.

Promptly upon the Issuer becoming aware that a Change of Control Put Event has
occurred the Issuer shall, and the Trustee, if so requested by the holders of at least
one-fifth in principal amount of the Notes then outstanding or if so directed by an
Extraordinary Resolution of the Noteholders, shall, (subject in each case to the Trustee
being indemnified and/or secured and/or prefunded to its satisfaction) give notice (a
“Change of Control Put Event Notice”) to the Noteholders in accordance with
Condition 16 specifying the nature of the Change of Control Put Event and the
procedure for exercising the Change of Control Put Option.
To exercise the Change of Control Put Option, the holder of a Bearer Note must deliver
such Note to the specified office of any Paying Agent at any time during normal
business hours of such Paying Agent falling within the period (the “Change of Control
Put Period”) of 30 days after a Change of Control Put Event Notice is given,
accompanied by a duly signed and completed notice of exercise in the form (for the
time being current) obtainable from the specified office of any Paying Agent (a “Change
of Control Put Notice”). The Note should be delivered together with all Coupons
appertaining thereto maturing after the date which is seven days after the expiration of
the Change of Control Put Period (the “Change of Control Put Date”), failing which the
Paying Agent will require payment from or on behalf of the Noteholder of an amount
equal to the face value of any missing such Coupon. Any amount so paid will be
reimbursed to the Noteholder against presentation and surrender of the relevant
missing Coupon (or any replacement therefor issued pursuant to Condition 14) at any
time after such payment, but before the expiry of the period of five years from the date
on which such Coupon would have become due, but not thereafter. The Paying Agent
to which such Note and Change of Control Put Notice are delivered will issue to the
Noteholder concerned a non-transferable receipt in respect of the Note so delivered.
Payment in respect of any Note so delivered will be made, if the holder duly specified
a bank account in the Change of Control Put Notice to which payment is to be made,
on the Change of Control Put Date by transfer to that bank account and, in every other
case, on or after the Change of Control Put Date against presentation and surrender or
(as the case may be) endorsement of such receipt at the specified office of any Paying
Agent. A Change of Control Put Notice, once given, shall be irrevocable. For the
purposes of these Conditions, receipts issued pursuant to this Condition 6(f) shall be
treated as if they were Notes.
To exercise the Change of Control Put Option, the holder of a Registered Note must
deposit the Certificate evidencing such Note(s) with the Registrar or any Transfer Agent
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at its specified office, together with a duly signed and completed Change of Control Put
Notice obtainable from the Registrar or any Transfer Agent within the Change of Control
Put Period. No Certificate so deposited and option so exercised may be withdrawn
without the prior consent of the Issuer. Payment in respect of the Note(s) evidenced by
any Certificate so deposited will be made, if the holder duly specified a bank account
in the Change of Control Put Notice to which payment is to be made, on the Change of
Control Put Date by transfer to that bank account and, in every other case, by cheque
drawn on a Bank and mailed to the holder (or to the first named of joint holders) of such
Note at its address appearing in the Register.
The Issuer shall redeem or purchase (or procure the purchase of) the relevant Notes
on the Change of Control Put Date unless previously redeemed (or purchased) and
cancelled. If 85% or more in principal amount of the Notes then outstanding have been
redeemed or purchased pursuant to this Condition 6(f), the Issuer may, on giving not
less than 30 nor more than 60 days’ notice to the Noteholders (such notice being given
within 30 days after the Change of Control Put Date), redeem or purchase (or procure
the purchase of), at its option, all but not some only of the remaining outstanding Notes
at 101% of their principal amount, together with interest accrued to (but excluding) the
date fixed for such redemption or purchase.
The Trustee is under no obligation to ascertain whether a Change of Control Put Event
or Change of Control or any event which could lead to the occurrence of or could
constitute a Change of Control Put Event or Change of Control has occurred, or to seek
any confirmation from any Rating Agency pursuant to paragraph (ii) or (iii) above or
pursuant to the definition of Negative Rating Event below, and, until it shall have notice
pursuant to the Trust Deed to the contrary, the Trustee may assume that no Change of
Control Put Event or Change of Control or other such event has occurred.
In this Condition 6(f):
“Change of Control Period” means the period commencing on the Relevant
Announcement Date and ending 90 days after the Change of Control or, where a Rating
Agency has publicly announced that the Notes are under consideration for rating review
or, as the case may be, rating (such public announcement being within the period
ending 90 days after the Change of Control), the later of (i) such 90th day after the
Change of Control and (ii) the date falling 60 days after such public announcement;
a “Negative Rating Event” shall be deemed to have occurred if at such time as there
is no rating assigned to the Notes by a Rating Agency (i) the Issuer does not, either prior
to, or not later than 21 days after, the occurrence of the Change of Control seek, and
thereafter throughout the Change of Control Period use all reasonable endeavours to
obtain, a rating of the Notes, or any other unsecured and unsubordinated debt of the
Issuer, from a Rating Agency or (ii) if the Issuer does so seek and use such endeavours,
it is unable to obtain such a rating of at least the Negative Rating Event Specified Rating
specified hereon (or, where a rating was ascribed to the Notes on the Issue Date (the
“Initial Rating”), a rating that is one rating category lower than the Initial Rating) by the
end of the Change of Control Period from a Rating Agency;
“Rating Agency” means Moody’s Investors Service Limited (“Moody’s”), Fitch Ratings
Ltd. (“Fitch”) or Standard & Poor’s Credit Market Services Europe Limited (“S&P”) or
any of their respective successors or any rating agency (a “Substitute Rating Agency”)
substituted for any of them by the Issuer from time to time with the prior written approval
of the Trustee; and
“Relevant Potential Change of Control Announcement” means any public
announcement or statement by the Issuer, any actual or potential bidder or any adviser
acting on behalf of any actual or potential bidder relating to any potential Change of
Control where, within 180 days following the date of such announcement or statement,
a Change of Control occurs.
If the rating designations employed by any of Moody’s, Fitch or S&P are changed from
those which are described in the definition of “Negative Rating Event” above, or if a
rating is procured from a Substitute Rating Agency, the Issuer shall determine the rating
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designations of Moody’s, Fitch or S&P or such Substitute Rating Agency (as
appropriate) as are most equivalent to the prior rating designations of Moody’s, Fitch
or S&P and this Condition 6(f) shall be construed accordingly.

7.

(g)

Clean-up Call Option: If Clean-Up Call Option is specified hereon, if 85% or more in
principal amount of the Notes have been redeemed or purchased pursuant to this
Condition 6 (other than Condition 6(f)), the Issuer may, on giving not less than 15 nor
more than 30 days’ notice to the Noteholders (or such other notice period as may be
specified hereon), redeem or purchase (or procure the purchase of), at its option, all but
not some only of the remaining outstanding Notes at 100% of their principal amount,
together with interest accrued to (but excluding) the date fixed for such redemption or
purchase.

(h)

Purchases: The Issuer, the Guarantors and any of their respective Subsidiaries may
at any time purchase the Notes (provided that all unmatured Coupons and
unexchanged Talons relating thereto are attached thereto or surrendered therewith) in
the open market or otherwise at any price.

(i)

Cancellation: All Notes purchased by or on behalf of the Issuer, the Guarantors or any
of their respective Subsidiaries may, at the option of the Issuer, be held or may be
surrendered for cancellation, in the case of Bearer Notes, by surrendering each such
Note together with all unmatured Coupons and all unexchanged Talons to the Issuing
and Paying Agent and, in the case of Registered Notes, by surrendering the Certificate
representing such Notes to the Registrar and, in each case, if so surrendered, shall,
together with all Notes redeemed by the Issuer, be cancelled forthwith (together with all
unmatured Coupons and unexchanged Talons attached thereto or surrendered
therewith). Any Notes so surrendered for cancellation may not be reissued or resold and
the obligations of the Issuer in respect of any such Notes shall be discharged. Notes
held by or on behalf of the Issuer, the Guarantors or any of its or their respective
Subsidiaries shall not entitle the holder to vote at any meeting of Noteholders and shall
not be deemed to be outstanding for the purposes of calculating quorums at meetings
of Noteholders or for the purposes of Condition 10.

Payments and Talons
(a)

Bearer Notes: Payments of principal and interest in respect of Bearer Notes shall,
subject as mentioned below, be made against presentation and surrender of the
relevant Notes (in the case of all payments of principal and, in the case of interest, as
specified in Condition 7(f)(v)) or Coupons (in the case of interest, save as specified in
Condition 7(f)(ii)), as the case may be, at the specified office of any Paying Agent
outside the United States by a cheque payable in the relevant currency drawn on, or,
at the option of the holder, by transfer to an account denominated in such currency
with, a Bank. “Bank” means a bank in the principal financial centre for such currency
or, in the case of euro, in a city in which banks have access to the TARGET System.

(b)

Registered Notes:
(i)
Payments of principal in respect of Registered Notes shall be made against
presentation and surrender of the relevant Certificates at the specified office of
any of the Transfer Agents or of the Registrar and in the manner provided in
paragraph (ii) below.
(ii)

(c)

Interest on Registered Notes shall be paid to the person shown on the Register
at the close of business on the fifteenth day before the due date for payment
thereof (the “Record Date”). Payments of interest on each Registered Note shall
be made in the relevant currency by cheque drawn on a Bank and mailed to the
holder (or to the first named of joint holders) of such Note at its address appearing
in the Register. Upon application by the holder to the specified office of the
Registrar or any Transfer Agent before the Record Date, such payment of interest
may be made by transfer to an account in the relevant currency maintained by the
payee with a Bank.

Payments in the United States: Notwithstanding the foregoing, if any Bearer Notes are
denominated in U.S. dollars, payments in respect thereof may be made at the specified
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office of any Paying Agent in New York City in the same manner as aforesaid if (i) the
Issuer shall have appointed Paying Agents with specified offices outside the United
States with the reasonable expectation that such Paying Agents would be able to make
payment of the amounts on the Notes in the manner provided above when due, (ii)
payment in full of such amounts at all such offices is illegal or effectively precluded by
exchange controls or other similar restrictions on payment or receipt of such amounts
and (iii) such payment is then permitted by United States law, without involving, in the
opinion of the Issuer, any adverse tax consequence to the Issuer.
(d)

Payments Subject to Fiscal Laws: All payments are subject in all cases to: (i) any
applicable fiscal or other laws, regulations and directives; and (ii) any withholding or
deduction imposed by any agreement entered into pursuant to Sections 1471 to 1474
of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (“FATCA”) or otherwise
imposed pursuant to FATCA, any regulations or agreements thereunder, any official
interpretations thereof, or any law implementing any intergovernmental approach
thereto, but, in each case, without prejudice to the provisions of Condition 8. No
commission or expenses in each case shall be charged to the Noteholders or
Couponholders in respect of such payments. Except to the extent that the Issuer or
any Guarantor is required to pay any additional amounts under Condition 8 on account
of a withholding or deduction, neither the Issuer nor any Guarantor will be required to
pay any additional amounts on account of a withholding or deduction and, accordingly,
the Issuer or the relevant Guarantor shall be acquitted and discharged of so much
money as is represented by any such withholding or deduction as if such sum had
actually been paid to the Noteholder or Couponholder.

(e)

Appointment of Agents: The Issuing and Paying Agent, the Paying Agents, the
Registrar, the Transfer Agents and the Calculation Agent initially appointed by the Issuer
and the Guarantors and their respective specified offices are listed below. The Issuing
and Paying Agent, the Paying Agents, the Registrar, the Transfer Agents and the
Calculation Agent act solely as agents of the Issuer and the Guarantors and do not
assume any obligation or relationship of agency or trust for or with any Noteholder or
Couponholder. The Issuer and the Guarantors reserve the right at any time with the
approval of the Trustee to vary or terminate the appointment of the Issuing and Paying
Agent, any other Paying Agent, the Registrar, any Transfer Agent or the Calculation
Agent(s) and to appoint additional or other Paying Agents or Transfer Agents, provided
that the Issuer and the Guarantors shall at all times maintain (i) an Issuing and Paying
Agent, (ii) a Registrar in relation to Registered Notes, (iii) a Transfer Agent in relation
to Registered Notes, (iv) one or more Calculation Agent(s) where the Conditions so
require, (v) Paying Agents having specified offices in at least one major European city,
and (vi) such other agents as may be required by any other stock exchange on which
the Notes may be listed in each case, as approved by the Trustee.
In addition, the Issuer and the Guarantors shall forthwith appoint a Paying Agent in
New York City in respect of any Bearer Notes denominated in U.S. dollars in the
circumstances described in paragraph (c) above.
Notice of any such change or any change of any specified office shall promptly be given
to the Noteholders.

(f)

Unmatured Coupons and Unexchanged Talons:
(i)
Upon the due date for redemption of Bearer Notes which comprise Fixed Rate
Notes, such Notes should be surrendered for payment together with all
unmatured Coupons (if any) relating thereto, failing which an amount equal to
the face value of each missing unmatured Coupon (or, in the case of payment not
being made in full, that proportion of the amount of such missing unmatured
Coupon that the sum of principal so paid bears to the total principal due) shall be
deducted from the Final Redemption Amount, Early Redemption Amount or
Optional Redemption Amount, as the case may be, due for payment. Any amount
so deducted shall be paid in the manner mentioned above against surrender of
such missing Coupon within a period of 10 years from the Relevant Date for the
payment of such principal (whether or not such Coupon has become void
pursuant to Condition 9).
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8.

(ii)

Upon the due date for redemption of any Bearer Note comprising a Floating Rate
Note unmatured Coupons relating to such Note (whether or not attached) shall
become void and no payment shall be made in respect of them.

(iii)

Upon the due date for redemption of any Bearer Note, any unexchanged Talon
relating to such Note (whether or not attached) shall become void and no Coupon
shall be delivered in respect of such Talon.

(iv)

Where any Bearer Note that provides that the relative unmatured Coupons are
to become void upon the due date for redemption of those Notes is presented for
redemption without all unmatured Coupons, and where any Bearer Note is
presented for redemption without any unexchanged Talon relating to it,
redemption shall be made only against the provision of such indemnity as the
Issuer may require.

(v)

If the due date for redemption of any Note is not a due date for payment of
interest, interest accrued from the preceding due date for payment of interest or
the Interest Commencement Date, as the case may be, shall only be payable
against presentation (and surrender if appropriate) of the relevant Bearer Note or
Certificate representing it, as the case may be. Interest accrued on a Note that
only bears interest after its Maturity Date shall be payable on redemption of such
Note against presentation of the relevant Note or Certificate representing it, as the
case may be.

(g)

Talons: On or after the Interest Payment Date for the final Coupon forming part of a
Coupon sheet issued in respect of any Bearer Note, the Talon forming part of such
Coupon sheet may be surrendered at the specified office of the Issuing and Paying
Agent in exchange for a further Coupon sheet (and if necessary another Talon for a
further Coupon sheet) (but excluding any Coupons that may have become void
pursuant to Condition 9).

(h)

Non-Business Days: If any date for payment in respect of any Note or Coupon is not
a business day, the holder shall not be entitled to payment until the next following
business day nor to any interest or other sum in respect of such postponed payment.
In this paragraph, “business day” means a day (other than a Saturday or a Sunday)
on which banks and foreign exchange markets are open for business, in the relevant
place of presentation, in such jurisdictions as shall be specified as “Financial Centres”
hereon and:
(i)

(in the case of a payment in a currency other than euro) where payment is to be
made by transfer to an account maintained with a bank in the relevant currency,
on which foreign exchange transactions may be carried on in the relevant
currency in the principal financial centre of the country of such currency; or

(ii)

(in the case of a payment in euro) which is a TARGET Business Day.

Taxation
All payments of principal and interest by or on behalf of the Issuer or any Guarantor in respect
of the Notes and the Coupons shall be made free and clear of, and without withholding or
deduction for, any taxes, duties, assessments or governmental charges of whatever nature
imposed, levied, collected, withheld or assessed by the United Kingdom or any political
subdivision or authority thereof or therein having power to tax unless such withholding or
deduction is required by law. In that event, except to the extent that the withholding or
deduction is made in respect of FATCA, or any agreement entered into pursuant to FATCA,
the Issuer or, as the case may be, the Guarantors shall pay such additional amounts as shall
result in the receipt by the Noteholders and Couponholders of such amounts as would have
been received by them had no such withholding or deduction been required, except that no
such additional amounts shall be payable with respect to anything done (including any
withholding or deduction made) under or pursuant to FATCA or with respect to any Note or
Coupon:
(a)

Other Connection: presented for payment or held by, or by a third party on behalf of,
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a holder who is liable to such taxes, duties, assessments or governmental charges in
respect of such Note or Coupon by reason of his having some connection with the
United Kingdom other than the mere holding of the Note or Coupon;
(b)

Presentation more than 30 Days after the Relevant Date: presented (or in respect
of which the Certificate representing it is presented) for payment more than 30 days
after the Relevant Date except to the extent that the holder of it would have been entitled
to such additional amounts on presenting it for payment on the last day of such period
of 30 days; and/or

(c)

Declaration of Exemption: presented for payment or held by, or by a third party on
behalf of, a holder who would be able to avoid such withholding or deduction by
satisfying, or procuring that any third party satisfies, any statutory requirements
(including but not limited to obtaining and/or presenting any form of certificate) or by
making, or procuring that any third party makes, a declaration or any other statement
or claim for exemption (including, but not limited to, a declaration of non-residence),
but fails to do so.

As used in these Conditions, “Relevant Date” in respect of any Note or Coupon means the
date on which payment in respect of it first becomes due or (if any amount of the money
payable is improperly withheld or refused) the date on which payment in full of the amount
outstanding is made or (if earlier) the date seven days after that on which notice is duly given
to the Noteholders that, upon further presentation of the Note (or relative Certificate) or
Coupon being made in accordance with the Conditions, such payment will be made, provided
that payment is in fact made upon such presentation. References in these Conditions to (i)
“principal” shall be deemed to include any premium payable in respect of the Notes, all Final
Redemption Amounts, Early Redemption Amounts, Optional Redemption Amounts, Amortised
Face Amounts and all other amounts in the nature of principal payable pursuant to Condition
6 or any amendment or supplement to it, (ii) “interest” shall be deemed to include all Interest
Amounts and all other amounts payable pursuant to Condition 5 or any amendment or
supplement to it and (iii) “principal” and/or “interest” shall be deemed to include any
additional amounts that may be payable under this Condition or any undertaking given in
addition to or in substitution for it under the Trust Deed. For the avoidance of doubt, any
withholding or deduction made in respect of any agreement entered into pursuant to FATCA
shall be treated as a withholding or deduction required by law.

9.

Prescription
Claims against the Issuer or any Guarantor for payment in respect of the Notes and Coupons
(which, for this purpose, shall not include Talons) and the Guarantee shall be prescribed and
become void unless made within 10 years (in the case of principal) or five years (in the case
of interest) from the appropriate Relevant Date in respect of them.

10.

Events of Default
If any of the following events (each an “Event of Default”) occurs, the Trustee at its discretion
may, and if so directed by the holders of at least one-fifth in nominal amount of the Notes
then outstanding or by an Extraordinary Resolution of the Noteholders shall, subject to being
indemnified and/or secured and/or prefunded to its satisfaction (but, in the case of the
happening of any of the events mentioned in paragraph (b) below and, in relation to a Material
Subsidiary, any of the events mentioned in paragraphs (c) to (i) inclusive below, only if the
Trustee shall have certified in writing that such event is, in its opinion, materially prejudicial
to the interests of the Noteholders), give notice to the Issuer that the Notes are, and they shall
immediately become, due and payable at their Early Redemption Amount together (if
applicable) with accrued interest:
(a)

default is made for more than 14 days (in the case of interest) or seven days (in the case
of principal) in the payment on the due date of interest or principal in respect of any of
the Notes;

(b)

the Issuer or any Guarantor fails to perform or observe any of its other obligations under
these Conditions or the Trust Deed and (except where the Trustee considers such
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failure to be incapable of remedy) such failure continues for the period of 30 days after
written notice of such failure shall have been given to the Issuer and the Guarantors by
the Trustee requiring the same to be remedied;
(c)

any Moneys Borrowed owing by the Issuer or any Guarantor or any Material Subsidiary
is validly declared to be due and payable prior to the date on which the same would
otherwise become due and payable by reason of an event of default (howsoever
described) in relation thereto or the Issuer or any Guarantor or Material Subsidiary
defaults in the repayment of any Moneys Borrowed at the maturity thereof as extended
by any applicable grace period (or in the case of any Moneys Borrowed payable on
demand, within seven days of such demand) or if any guarantee or indemnity in respect
of Moneys Borrowed of any party given by the Issuer or any Guarantor or any Material
Subsidiary shall not be paid when due and called upon (as extended by any applicable
grace period), provided that the aggregate amount of the relevant Moneys Borrowed,
guarantees and indemnities in respect of which one of the events mentioned in this
paragraph (c) has occurred exceeds £5,000,000 (or its equivalent in any other currency
or currencies as at the date the same became due and payable or the relevant event
of default occurs or such payment is not made) and, in any such case, the liability of the
Issuer, Guarantor or Material Subsidiary is not being contested in good faith;

(d)

an administrator is appointed in relation to the Issuer or any Guarantor or any Material
Subsidiary or a final order is made or an effective resolution is passed for the windingup or dissolution of the Issuer or any Guarantor or any Material Subsidiary or other
analogous bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings and, where possible, is not discharged
or stayed within a period of 30 days (in each case except for the purposes of and
followed by a reconstruction, amalgamation, reorganisation, consolidation or voluntary
winding-up either (i) on terms previously approved by the Trustee in writing or by an
Extraordinary Resolution of the Noteholders or (ii) in the case of a Material Subsidiary
(other than a Guarantor), the result of which will be that all or substantially all of the
Material Subsidiary’s assets and undertaking will be transferred to or otherwise be
vested in another solvent entity within the Group which is or thereupon becomes a
Material Subsidiary. If any two directors of such transferee entity certify that, in their
opinion, such entity is solvent, the Trustee shall be entitled to rely on such certification
without further investigation or liability);

(e)

the Issuer or any Guarantor or Material Subsidiary becomes insolvent within the
meaning of Section 123(1)(e) of the Insolvency Act 1986 or is determined by any
competent court to be insolvent or bankrupt;

(f)

any kind of composition, scheme of arrangement, compromise or other similar
arrangement involving the Issuer or any Guarantor or Material Subsidiary and its nonGroup creditors generally is entered into or made or any moratorium is agreed or is
declared or comes into effect in relation to all or substantially all of the debts of the
Issuer or any Guarantor or Material Subsidiary owing to non-Group creditors (in each
case except for the purposes of and followed by a reconstruction, amalgamation,
reorganisation, consolidation or voluntary winding-up either (i) on terms previously
approved by the Trustee in writing or by an Extraordinary Resolution of the Noteholders
or (ii) in the case of a Material Subsidiary (other than a Guarantor), the result of which
will be that all or substantially all of the Material Subsidiary’s assets and undertaking will
be transferred to or otherwise be vested in another solvent entity within the Group which
is or thereupon becomes a Material Subsidiary. If any two directors of such transferee
entity certify that, in their opinion, such entity is solvent, the Trustee shall be entitled to
rely on such certification without further investigation or liability);

(g)

an administrative or other receiver or other similar official is appointed in relation to the
whole or substantially the whole of the undertaking, property and assets of the Issuer
or any Guarantor or Material Subsidiary as a consequence of bankruptcy or insolvency;

(h)

a distress, execution or any similar proceedings is levied or enforced upon or sued out
against or any involuntary public or private sale procedures are commenced in respect
of the whole or substantially the whole of the chattels or property of the Issuer or any
Guarantor or Material Subsidiary and in any such case is not removed, paid out or
discharged within 60 days;
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(i)

any present or future Security Interest created or assumed by the Issuer or any
Guarantor or any Material Subsidiary becomes enforceable and is enforced in respect
of all or a material part of the assets of the Issuer, or such Guarantor or any Material
Subsidiary;

(j)

the Issuer or any Guarantor or any Material Subsidiary ceases or threatens (through an
action of the board of directors) to cease to carry on business or stops or suspends or
threatens (through an action of the board of directors) to stop or suspend payment of
its debts generally (in each case except for the purposes of and followed by a
reconstruction, amalgamation, reorganisation, consolidation or voluntary winding-up
either (i) on terms previously approved by the Trustee in writing or by an Extraordinary
Resolution of the Noteholders or (ii) in the case of a Material Subsidiary (other than a
Guarantor), the result of which will be that all or substantially all of the Material
Subsidiary’s assets and undertaking will be transferred to or otherwise be vested in
another solvent entity within the Group), if any two directors of such transferee entity
certify that, in their opinion, such entity is solvent, the Trustee shall be entitled to rely
on such certification without further investigation or liability); or

(k)

any event occurs that under the laws of any relevant jurisdiction has an analogous effect
to any of the events referred to in paragraphs (e), (f), (g) or (h) above.

In this Condition 10:
Consolidated EBITDA” means, in respect of any period, the consolidated profit of the Group
and the profits of any joint venture and associates of the Group for that period:
(i)

after adding back (to the extent otherwise deducted) interest payable;

(ii)

before any deduction for or on account of taxation;

(iii)

after adding back (to the extent otherwise deducted) any amount attributable to the
impairment of goodwill;

(iv)

after adding back any amount attributable to the depreciation and impairment of
property, plant and equipment and right-of-use assets and deducting any reversals of
impairments made in such period (to the extent previously added back to Consolidated
EBITDA);

(v)

after adding back (to the extent otherwise deducted) any amount attributable to the
amortisation or impairment of intangible assets;

(vi)

excluding any item of income or expense that is material (either individually or in
aggregate) and either of an unusual or a non-recurring nature including, without
limitation, any such item:
(a)

in relation to:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(b)
(vii)

the restructuring of the activities of an entity;
disposals, revaluations or impairment of non-current assets; or
disposals of assets associated with discontinued operations; or

which is a reversal of any item falling within this paragraph (vi); and

excluding the effect under IFRS 7 and IFRS 9 of the fair valuation of derivative assets
and liabilities,

all as determined in accordance with IFRS
“Gross Tangible Assets” means, in relation to the Issuer or any Subsidiary of the Issuer or
grouping of the foregoing referred to in the Conditions, the total of the fixed and current assets
of such entity or grouping, but excluding:
(i)

sums due to such entity or grouping from other members of the Group; and

(ii)

any amounts attributable to goodwill and other intangible assets,
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as determined in accordance with IFRS.
“Group” means the Issuer and its Subsidiaries for the time being.
“IFRS” means international accounting standards within the meaning of Regulation 1606/2002
on the Application of International Accounting Standards as applied by the Issuer in
connection with the preparation of its annual audited financial statements for the financial
years ended 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019.
“IFRS 7” means International Financial Reporting Standard 7 (Financial Instruments:
Disclosures), as in force at 31 December 2020 and as applied by the Issuer in connection
with the preparation of its annual audited financial statements for the financial year ended
31 December 2020.
“IFRS 9” means International Financial Reporting Standard 9 (Financial Instruments), as in
force at 31 December 2020 and as applied by the Issuer in connection with the preparation
of its annual audited financial statements for the financial year ended 31 December 2020.
A company is a “Subsidiary” of another company, if that other company:
(i)

holds a majority of the voting rights in it;

(ii)

is a member of it and has the right to appoint or remove a majority of its board of
directors; or

(iii)

is a member of it and controls alone, pursuant to an agreement with other members, a
majority of the voting rights in it,

or if it is a Subsidiary of a company that is itself a Subsidiary of that other company.
“Lease” means any lease entered into by any member of the Group as lessee which would
be classified as a “lease” under IFRS.
“Material Subsidiary” means each Subsidiary of the Issuer from time to time, whether owned
at the date of the issuance of Notes or acquired subsequently:
(i)

whose Gross Tangible Assets represents 5% or more of the Gross Tangible Assets of
the Group, immediately before the relevant company becomes a Subsidiary of the
Issuer in the case of an acquired Subsidiary of the Issuer; or

(ii)

whose profit for the financial period of the Issuer and its Subsidiaries then most recently
ended (calculated with respect to such Subsidiary in the same manner as Consolidated
EBITDA is calculated) represents 5% or more of Consolidated EBITDA, immediately
before the relevant company becomes a Subsidiary of the Issuer in the case of an
acquired Subsidiary of the Issuer.

In the case of such a Subsidiary which itself has Subsidiaries (the “Relevant Group”), the
calculation shall be made by comparing the Gross Tangible Assets or consolidated profit
(calculated in the same manner as Consolidated EBITDA is calculated), as the case may be,
of the Relevant Group to the Gross Tangible Assets or Consolidated EBITDA of the Group.
A certificate of two directors or a director and a secretary of the Issuer or any Guarantor (as
the case may be) listing their respective Subsidiaries and stating that in their opinion a
Subsidiary is or is not or was or was not at any particular time or throughout any particular
period a Material Subsidiary shall, in the absence of manifest error, be conclusive and binding
on all parties.
“Moneys Borrowed” of any person means, without duplication:
(i)

any indebtedness for moneys borrowed of such person including, without limitation,
indebtedness created by means of acceptances, the issue of loan stock and any liability
evidenced by bonds, debentures, notes or similar instruments;

(ii)

capitalised rental obligations of such person under Leases; and

(iii)

any guarantees or indemnities given by such person in respect of any obligations
described in paragraph (i) or (ii) above of another person not being a member of the
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Group (it being understood that the liability on any date in respect of any guarantee of
obligations under a credit facility shall be an amount equal to the funded obligations for
Moneys Borrowed under such facility as of such date).

11.

Meetings of Noteholders, Modification, Waiver and Substitution
(a)

Meetings of Noteholders: The Trust Deed contains provisions for convening meetings
of Noteholders to consider any matter affecting their interests, including the sanctioning
by Extraordinary Resolution (as defined in the Trust Deed) of a modification of any of
these Conditions or any provisions of the Trust Deed. Such a meeting may be convened
by Noteholders holding not less than 10% in nominal amount of the Notes for the time
being outstanding. The quorum for any meeting convened to consider an Extraordinary
Resolution shall be two or more persons holding or representing a clear majority in
nominal amount of the Notes for the time being outstanding, or at any adjourned
meeting two or more persons being or representing Noteholders whatever the nominal
amount of the Notes held or represented, unless the business of such meeting includes
consideration of proposals, inter alia, (i) to amend the dates of maturity or redemption
of the Notes or any date for payment of interest or Interest Amounts on the Notes, (ii)
to reduce or cancel the nominal amount of, or any premium payable on redemption of,
the Notes, (iii) to reduce the rate or rates of interest in respect of the Notes or to vary
the method or basis of calculating the rate or rates or amount of interest or the basis for
calculating any Interest Amount in respect of the Notes, (iv) if a Minimum and/or a
Maximum Rate of Interest or Redemption Amount is shown hereon, to reduce any such
Minimum and/or Maximum, (v) to vary any method of, or basis for, calculating the Final
Redemption Amount, the Early Redemption Amount or the Optional Redemption
Amount, including the method of calculating the Amortised Face Amount, (vi) to vary the
currency or currencies of payment or denomination of the Notes, (vii) to modify or cancel
the Guarantee (other than in circumstances described in Condition 11(c) below), or (viii)
to modify the provisions concerning the quorum required at any meeting of Noteholders
or the majority required to pass the Extraordinary Resolution, in which case the
necessary quorum shall be two or more persons holding or representing not less than
75%, or at any adjourned meeting not less than 25%, in nominal amount of the Notes
for the time being outstanding. Any Extraordinary Resolution duly passed shall be
binding on Noteholders (whether or not they were present at the meeting at which such
resolution was passed) and on all Couponholders.
The Trust Deed provides that a resolution in writing signed by or on behalf of the holders
of not less than 75% in nominal amount of the Notes outstanding shall for all purposes
be as valid and effective as an Extraordinary Resolution passed at a meeting of
Noteholders duly convened and held. Such a resolution in writing may be contained in
one document or several documents in the same form, each signed by or on behalf of
one or more Noteholders.

(b)

Modification of the Trust Deed: The Trustee may agree, without the consent of the
Noteholders or Couponholders, to (i) any modification of any of the provisions of the
Trust Deed that is, in its opinion, of a formal, minor or technical nature or is made to
correct a manifest error, and (ii) any other modification (except as mentioned in the
Trust Deed), and any waiver or authorisation of any breach or proposed breach, of any
of the provisions of the Trust Deed that is in the opinion of the Trustee not materially
prejudicial to the interests of the Noteholders. Any such modification, authorisation or
waiver shall be binding on the Noteholders and the Couponholders and, if the Trustee
so requires, such modification shall be notified to the Noteholders as soon as
practicable.
In addition, the Trustee shall be obliged to concur with the Issuer in effecting any
modifications as set out in Condition 5(c)(iv) without the consent of the Noteholders
and Couponholders.

(c)

Substitution: The Trust Deed contains provisions permitting the Trustee to agree,
subject to such amendment of the Trust Deed and such other conditions as the Trustee
may require, but without the consent of the Noteholders or the Couponholders, to the
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substitution of the Issuer’s successor in business or any Subsidiary (as defined in the
Trust Deed) of the Issuer or its successor in business in place of the Issuer, or of any
previous substituted company, as principal debtor under the Trust Deed and the Notes.
The Trust Deed also contains provisions requiring the Trustee to agree, without the
consent of the Noteholders or the Couponholders, to the release of a guarantor in
certain circumstances. In addition the Trust Deed contains provisions requiring the
Issuer to procure the accession of a new guarantor in certain circumstances. Any such
release or accession will occur if there is a release of a guarantor, or the accession of
a new guarantor, under the terms of the Issuer’s multi-currency facilities agreement
dated 18 November 2010 (as subsequently amended, restated, modified, re-financed
or replaced from time to time, the “Facilities Agreement”) and will take effect as soon
as is reasonably practicable following such release or accession under the Facilities
Agreement. The Issuer will provide to the Trustee not less than 45 days’ notice of any
planned change of guarantor under the Facilities Agreement before any such change
is to take effect under the Facilities Agreement.
(d)

12.

Entitlement of the Trustee: In connection with the exercise of its functions (including
but not limited to those referred to in this Condition) the Trustee shall have regard to the
interests of the Noteholders as a class and shall not have regard to the consequences
of such exercise for individual Noteholders or Couponholders and the Trustee shall not
be entitled to require, nor shall any Noteholder or Couponholder be entitled to claim,
from the Issuer any indemnification or payment in respect of any tax consequence of
any such exercise upon individual Noteholders or Couponholders.

Enforcement
At any time after the Notes become due and payable, the Trustee may, at its discretion and
without further notice, institute such proceedings against the Issuer and/or any Guarantor as
it may think fit to enforce the terms of the Trust Deed, the Notes and the Coupons, but it need
not take any such proceedings unless (a) it shall have been so directed by an Extraordinary
Resolution or so requested in writing by Noteholders holding at least one-fifth in nominal
amount of the Notes outstanding, and (b) it shall have been indemnified and/or secured and/or
prefunded to its satisfaction. No Noteholder or Couponholder may proceed directly against the
Issuer or any Guarantor unless the Trustee, having become bound so to proceed, fails to do
so within a reasonable time and such failure is continuing.

13.

Indemnification of the Trustee
The Trust Deed contains provisions for the indemnification of the Trustee and for its relief
from responsibility. The Trustee is entitled to enter into business transactions with the Issuer,
the Guarantors and any entity related to the Issuer or any Guarantor without accounting for
any profit.
The Trustee may rely without liability to Noteholders or Couponholders on a report,
confirmation or certificate or any advice of any accountants, financial advisers, financial
institution or any other expert, whether or not addressed to it and whether their liability in
relation thereto is limited (by its terms or by any engagement letter relating thereto entered into
by the Trustee or in any other manner) by reference to a monetary cap, methodology or
otherwise. The Trustee may accept and shall be entitled to rely on any such report,
confirmation or certificate or advice and such report, confirmation or certificate or advice shall
be binding on the Issuer, the Guarantors, the Trustee and the Noteholders. However, the
Trustee will have no recourse to the Issuer’s auditors in respect of such certificates or reports
unless the Issuer’s auditors have agreed to address such certificates or reports to the Trustee.

14.

Replacement of Notes, Certificates, Coupons and Talons
If a Note, Certificate, Coupon or Talon is lost, stolen, mutilated, defaced or destroyed, it may
be replaced, subject to applicable laws, regulations and stock exchange or other relevant
authority regulations, at the specified office of the Issuing and Paying Agent in Luxembourg
(in the case of Bearer Notes, Coupons or Talons) and of the Registrar (in the case of
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Certificates) or such other Paying Agent or Transfer Agent, as the case may be, as may from
time to time be designated by the Issuer for the purpose and notice of whose designation is
given to Noteholders, in each case on payment by the claimant of the fees and costs incurred
in connection therewith and on such terms as to evidence, security and indemnity (which may
provide, inter alia, that if the allegedly lost, stolen or destroyed Note, Certificate, Coupon or
Talon is subsequently presented for payment or, as the case may be, for exchange for further
Coupons, there shall be paid to the Issuer on demand the amount payable by the Issuer in
respect of such Notes, Certificates, Coupons or further Coupons) and otherwise as the Issuer
may require. Mutilated or defaced Notes, Certificates, Coupons or Talons must be
surrendered before replacements will be issued.

15.

Further Issues
The Issuer may from time to time without the consent of the Noteholders or Couponholders
create and issue further securities either having the same terms and conditions as the Notes
in all respects (or in all respects except for the first payment of interest on them) and so that
such further issue shall be consolidated and form a single series with the outstanding
securities of any series (including the Notes) or upon such terms as the Issuer may determine
at the time of their issue. References in these Conditions to the Notes include (unless the
context requires otherwise) any other securities issued pursuant to this Condition and forming
a single series with the Notes. Any further securities forming a single series with the
outstanding securities of any series (including the Notes) constituted by the Trust Deed or
any deed supplemental to it shall, and any other securities may (with the consent of the
Trustee), be constituted by the Trust Deed. The Trust Deed contains provisions for convening
a single meeting of the Noteholders and the holders of securities of other series where the
Trustee so decides.

16.

Notices
Notices to the holders of Registered Notes shall be mailed to them at their respective
addresses in the Register and deemed to have been given on the fourth weekday (being a
day other than a Saturday or a Sunday) after the date of mailing. Notices to the holders of
Bearer Notes shall be valid if published in a daily newspaper of general circulation in London
(which is expected to be the Financial Times). If in the opinion of the Trustee any such
publication is not practicable, notice shall be validly given if published in another leading daily
English language newspaper with general circulation in Europe. Any such notice shall be
deemed to have been given on the date of such publication or, if published more than once
or on different dates, on the first date on which publication is made, as provided above.
Couponholders shall be deemed for all purposes to have notice of the contents of any notice
given to the holders of Bearer Notes in accordance with this Condition.

17.

Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999
No person shall have any right to enforce any term or condition of the Notes under the
Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.

18.

Governing Law and Jurisdiction
(a)

Governing Law: The Trust Deed, the Notes, the Coupons and the Talons and any
non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with them are governed by,
and shall be construed in accordance with, English law.

(b)

Jurisdiction: The Courts of England are to have jurisdiction to settle any disputes that
may arise out of or in connection with any Notes, Coupons or Talons and accordingly
any legal action or proceedings arising out of or in connection with any Notes, Coupons
or Talons (“Proceedings”) may be brought in such courts. The Issuer and the
Guarantors have in the Trust Deed irrevocably submitted to the jurisdiction of such
courts.
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This deed is delivered on the date stated at the beginning.
INTERNATIONAL PERSONAL FINANCE PLC

INTERNATIONAL PERSONAL FINANCE INVESTMENTS LIMITED

IPF DIGITAL GROUP LIMITED

IPF HOLDINGS LIMITED

IPF INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
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Executed as a Deed by
THE LAW DEBENTURE TRUST
CORPORATION p.l.c.
acting by:

A44816067
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